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ABS1RACT
Quaternary Bear River Paleohydrogeography Reconstructed from the 87 Sr/86Sr
Composition of Lacustrine Fossils
by
David P. Bouchard, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1997
Major Professor: Dr. Darrell S. Kaufman
Department: Geology
Diverted from its former course to the Pacific Ocean by basalt flows in Gem Valley,
Idaho, the Bear River presently flows south into the Bonneville Basin . Constraining the
timing of the river's diversion is pivotal to understanding the hydrologic budgets, tmd thus
the climatological implications of the Bonneville Basin lakes. This study employs strontium
(Sr) isotopes in mollusc fossi ls as a tracer of Bear River water tbat entered Lake Thatcher, a
smal l, closed-basin lake into which the redirected river flowed en route to the Bonneville
Basin. The Sr ratios, combined with the temporal control afforded by amino acid
geochronology and tephrochronology , were compared to mixing models constructed from
the 87 Sr/ 6Sr composition of the modern rivers draining into the basin to simulate the Sr
isotopic composition of Lake Thatcher.
Strontium ratios of six fossil molluscs collected from the lower-most exposed section of
the Main Canyon Formation (MCF) indicate that during the early Quaternary (>620 ka),
Thatcher Basin was occupied by a locally fed, isotopically-enriched (87 Sr? Sr = 0. 7 1309)
lake and did not receive input from the Bear River. Eleven fossi ls, collected from the
uppermost exposed section of the MCF, indicate at least three course changes of the Bear
Ri ver in the late Quaternary: diversion into the basin around 140 ka, diversion from the
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basin sometime between 140 and 100 ka, and finally diversion back into the basin around
50 ka . Hydrologic modeling of Thatcher Basin with and without the input of the Bear River
suggests that water from both a Bear Ri ver-influenced or a locally fed lake is capable of
filling the basin and causi ng it to spill over into the adjacent Bonneville Basi n. Thus, the
Bonneville Bas in may have been receiving water from either the Bear River, or the
Thatcher Basin rivers, significantly earlier than the -30 ka previously proposed. Additional
hyd rologic modeling in Thatcher Basin suggests that a two-fold reduction in the effective
precipitation as compared to modern conditions wou ld be required to lower a locally fed
Lake Thatcher the-30m necessary to account for the paleosol exposed in the uppermost

MCF.
(92 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIO
Introd uction
One of the most intriguing aspects in the history of lake-level fluctuations in the
Bonnevi lle Basin is the role played by the Bear River. With its peculiar hairpin turn , deep
bedrock gorges, associated volcanic rocks, and proximity to the rim of the basin , the Bear
River has sparked the imagination of researchers and laymen alike. After more than a
century of work in and around the basin, though, much of the evolution of the Bear
throughout the Quaternary has remained a mystery. Although it is now generally accepted
that the Bear River was diverted from its former course to the Pacific to its present course
into the Great Basin sometime during the Quaternary, constraining the timing of this event
has been problematic.
The Bear River is a major contributor to the hydrologic budget of the Great Salt Lake,
supplying approximately 55% of its present-day surface water input (Waddell and Barton.
1980). Assuming that the relative discharge of the Bear River has remained essentially
constant throughout the Quaternary, its presence or absence must have played a pivotal role
in the waxing and waning of the Bonneville Basin lakes. Clearly then, reconstructing the
history of the changing course of the Bear River is essential to understanding the lake-level
fluctuations within the Bonneville Basin. Moreover, given the recent focus on the utility of
closed-basin lakes as paleoclimatic indi cators (e.g., Smith and Street-Perrott, 1983; Benson
and Thompson, 1987), reconstructing the shifts in the Bear River's course over time is
required to eva luate the paleoclimatic significance of the changi ng hydrologic budget. Thus,
a more accurate representation of the hydrologic budgets incorporated in regional models
may not only help us understand the basin-wide climatic shifts of the past, but also
ultimately increase our understanding of the mechanisms of global environmental change.
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Previous attempts to reconstruct the paleogeography of the Bear River have been
·rustrated by inaccurate geochronology and a general lack of evidence. To constrai n the
iming of the diversion, this study employs strontium (Sr) isotopes as a tracer of the Bear
~iver. Dissolved Sr (including

87

Sr and 86 Sr), released from weathering rocks and

ncorporated into the water via deep groundwater circulation, provides an isotopic river
water signature (Faure, 1986). This signature is recorded in a variety of biogenic
:arbonates in which Sr substitutes for calcium (Ca). Because the difference in ionic radii
letween 87 Sr and 86Sr is slight, the substitution occurs without fractionation (Faure, 1986).
hus, the biogenic carbonates accurately record the ambient water 87 Srf6Sr in which they
lrecipitate.
Specifically, this study uses the 87 Srfl 6 Sr in fos il molluscs as a tracer of the Bear River
n Lake Thatcher, a small, closed-basin lake into which the river flowed en route to the
3onnev ill e Basin following its diversion into the Great Basin. Modern river " Sr/86 Sr and
lr concentration in Bear River water and four other rivers are used to estimate the Sr
<Omposition of Pleistocene Lake Thatcher with and without the Bear River's input. These
esult.s are then compared to the 87Sr/86 Sr measured in the fossil molluscs to test for the
:Sear River's presence within the resolution estimated from modem Jake Sr-budget
neasurements. The Thatcher Basin is an ideal setting in which to track the Bear River' s
dversion for several reasons: ( l) Extensive lake deposits provide a noncontinuous record

cf deposition of approximately 600,000 years; (2) the chronostratigraphy is reasonably
veil -documented using tephrochronology, amino acid geochronology, and rad iocarbon
eating; (3) lacustri ne molluscs are relatively abundant throughout the stratigraphic column ;
(l) the number of local rivers is few, facilitating Sr characterization and reducing modeling
omplexity; (5) the small size of the basin relative to the discharge of the Bear River
nagnifies the already distinct 87 Sr/86Sr signal of the Bear River, making its presence or
msence unmistakable.
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Background

Geology/Geography
The Bear River
With a drai nage area of approx imate ly 16,500 km 2 (Utah State Pl anning Board, 1937)
and a discharge exceeding 1.42 x 109 m3 y( 1 (Kariya and others, 1994), the Bear River is
the largest river draining into the Great Basi n (Morrison, 1991). Headed in the PreCambrian quartzite of the Uinta Mountains,

tah, the river follows a circu itous 480 km

course through three states before draining into the Great Salt Lake (Figure I). The ro ute is
largely unremarkable for the fLrs t two-thirds of its length.

ear Soda Springs, Idaho,

however, the river's predominantly northwestern course abruptly reverses. Here, near the
divide between the Bear River and Chesterfield Ranges, the Bear River fLrst encounters the
Pleistocene lava fields known as the Gem Valley Volca nics (Bright, 1963) (Figure 2).
Mantled by loess and dotted with numerous cinder cones. the valley-fillin g basalt forms a
low topographic divide between the Bear Ri ver and the nearby Portneuf and Blackfoot
rivers. This plateau also marks the divide between the Bon neville Basin to the south and the
Snake River drai nage to the no rth.
From Soda Point, Idaho, the Bear River fl ows south following the seam between the
basal t and the foot of the Bear River Range (Figure 2).

orth of Grace. Idaho, the river

agai n alters it course to flow westward through a shallow canyon eroded through the
basa lt fie ld (Bl ack Canyon). Flanked by lacustrine sed iments beyond the Gem Valley
Volcanics, the river resumes its southward course through Gentile and Mound Valleys.
Near the Utah-ldal10 border, the river passes through a 240-m-deep gorge cut through
Paleozoic quartzi te and shale known as Oneida
1980).

arrows (Bright, 1963; Oriel and Pl att ,
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Gem Valley
(Figure 2
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Figure l. Map of modern Bear River with Bonneville Basin (BB)-Pacific Basin (PB)
divide and Thatcher Basin study area .
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Figure 2. Map of Gem Val ley showing modem drainage pattern. Thatcher Basin
occupies the southern end of the val ley (south of volcanic field) and is composed of Gentile
and Mound Valleys (modified from Bright, 1960). See Figure I for location.
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South of the narrows, the Bear River bisects its own Bonneville Lacustral paleodelta as it
proceeds southward through Cache Valley (Gilbert, 1890; Bright, 1963). Dissecting Lake
Bonneville sed iments as it proceeds, the river follows a serpentine course through the low
relief of the valley. West of the city of Logan, Utah, the river passes through a third,
narrow bedrock divide, Cutler Gorge. From here, the Bear River proceeds due south for
approximately 48 km before fina lly draining into the Great Salt Lake southwest of Brigham
City, Utah (Figure 1).
Thatcher Basin.

Occupying less than 200 km2 , the Thatcher Basin is located at the southern-most end of
Gem Valley, Idaho, a north-south trending graben near the northeast corner of the Basi n
and Range province (Bright, 1963) (Figure 2). Bounded to the east by the Ordovician
ern-bonates of the Bear River Range and to the west by the Pre-Cambri an quartz ite of the
Portneuf Range (Oriel and Platt, 1980), the basin hosted a series of Pleistocene lakes
collectively known as Lake Thatcher (Bright 1963; McCoy, 1987a; Hochberg, 1996).
Strandlines and river deltas formed into the lakes provide the most disti nct geomorphic
features in the basin (Figure 3). Most prominent on the eastern side of the basin , the
terraces d isappear no11hward near the contact with the Gem Valley Volcanic . At the
southern end of the basin, a low (- 1670 masl), flat divide separates Thatcher Basin from
nearby Cache Valley to the south. The divide occupies an ancient pediment known as the
McKenzie Flats (Will iams, 1948). With an elevation approximately 150m higher than the
basin floor , it is coincident (± 10m) with the highest strandlines in the basin. A single
defi le, Oneida Narrows, cuts through the fl ats, thus linking Thatcher Basin to the adjacent
Bonneville Basin (Figure 3).
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Lake Thatcher
highstand terrace

Figure 3. The southern end of Thatcher Basin looking south towards the divide between
Gem and Cache Valleys. Lower dashed line marks the terraces formed by the intrusion of
Lake Bonneville into the basin. Upper dashed line marks the Lake Thatcher highstand of
approximately 1660 mas!.

Previous Work
The peculiar hairpin tum near Soda Springs, Idaho, attracted the interest of investigators
as early as 1844 (Fremont, 1845). A quarter century later, Hayden ( 1872) and Peale
( 1877, cited in Bright, 1963) provided the first geological descriptions of the Bear River
"bend" area .
The first speculations on the diversion of the Bear River, however, did not arrive until
1890 with G. K. Gilbert's detailed analysis of Lake Bonneville. In his now-famous
Monograph, Gilbert noted that the Bear River flowed to the very edge of the Bonneville
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Basin drainage divide. Here the Bear River lay less than ISO m lower than the nearby
South Fork of the Blackfoot River. Between them, forming the summit at Soda Springs
pass, lie several horizontal sheets of basalt punctuated by numerous, apparently recent,
cinder cones and scoriacious craters. Several kilometers downstream, the Bear River
crossed the basalt in what Gi lbert ( 1890) referred to as Basalt Valley (Black Canyon of
Bright [ 1963]). Here too, the Bear River was remarkably close to another tributary of the
Snake River, the Portneuf River, which drains the north end of the valley. Only 60 m of
e levation separated the two rivers. From his acute observations, Gilbert concluded that the
volcanics were probably older than the most recent rise of Lake Bonneville but younger
than the Tertiary. Prior to the basalt eruption, he speculated, the Portneuf River or the
Bl ackfoot River (or both) may have joined the Bear River and their combined waters may
have tlowed north into the Snake Ri ver or south into the Bonneville Basin.
Although the question of the river's diversion cropped up in several articles in the
ensuing decades (e.g., Mansfield , 1927; Stearns, undated , unpublished , cited in Bright,
1963), over 70 years passed before any new light was shed on the subject. R. C . Bright
( 1963), in his insightful study of Lakes Bonneville and Thatcher, made several conclusions
about the ancestral Bear River. Basing his reconstruction on early radiocarbon dates and
traditional stratigraphic interpretations, Bri ght ( 1963) postulated that, prior to 34,000 yr
BP, the Bear River tlowed north through the gap at Soda Springs, Idaho, to join the
ancestral Portneuf River. The early radiocarbon dates led Bright ( 1963) to cone I ude that
approximately 34,000 yr BP, the drainage was interrupted by a basalt tlow that dammed
the Portneuf Gorge. Citing the inferred high sedimentation rates, Bright ( 1963) surmised
that both the Portneuf and the Bear rivers contributed to the rise of the lake filling the
Thatcher Basin.
Shortly after Lake Thatcher had reached its zenith, about 33,500 yr BP according to
Bright ( 1963), intermittent volcanism within the val ley resulted in the damming of the Bear
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east of Soda Springs. This interpretation was necessary to explain the presumed lack of
spillover of Lake Thatcher into the Bonneville Basin. Supplied only by runoff from the
surrounding drainage, Lake Thatcher finally topped its threshold 27,000 yr BP and began
spilling into the Bonneville Basin. This, according to Bright ( 1963), initiated the rapid
down-cutting of the bedrock divide separating the two basins and thereby formed Oneida
Narrows.
Sometime after the spillover of Lake Thatcher 27,000 yr BP, according to Bright
( 1963), another increase in volcanism was responsible for the fmal diversion of the Bear
River and the eventual cutting of the Oneida Narrows gorge. The increased inflow to the
Bonneville Basin resulting from the diversion of the Bear River from the Pacific Basin to
the Bonneville Basin via Oneida Narrows provides a convenient, and often quoted,
explanation for the rise of the Bonneville Lacustral to its all-time high.

New Evidence
Recent work in and around the Thatcher Basin has cast doubt upon Bright' s ( 1963)
original reconstruction. Armstrong and others ( 1975), in their study of Quaternary and
eogene basalt along the Snake River Plain, obtained K-Ar dates on the basalt near lnkom ,
Idaho, within the Portneuf Gorge of 0.14 ± 0.03 Ma; these dates are significantly older
than Bright's ( 1963) radiocarbon dates on organic matter (W -898; 33,000 ± 1600 yr BP)
obtained from below the basalt. Even older dates of 0.583

± 0.104 Ma have been obtained

on a basalt flow lower in the Portneuf Gorge near Pocatello, Idaho (Scott and others,
1982). Armstrong and others ( 1975) also obtained K-Ar dates of 0.10 ± 0.03 Ma on the
Gem Valley Volcanics, suggested by Bright ( 1963) to have been emplaced ca. 32 ka.
Additional work on the Main Canyon Formation (deposits laid down in Lake Thatcher
[Bright, 1963]) produced even more discordant results. lzett ( 1981 ) correlated tephra found
interstratified with lake sediments with both the Lava Creek B (Pearlette type 0) and
Huckleberry Ridge (Pearlette type B) ashes. This implied that Lake Thatcher existed as
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early as 2 Ma. lzett's (1981) findings were supported by McCoy (1987a), who used amino
acid geochronology on the lowest units of the Main Canyon Formation (MCF) to obtain
amino acid ratios that were consistent with the older age. Some amino acid ratios from the
top of the Main Canyon Formation, however, are low enough to be consistent with
Bri ght' s ( 1963) dates of approximate ly 27,500 yr BP.

Reinterpretation of the Thatcher
Basin Geochronology
The most recent work on the Thatcher Basin was conducted by Hochberg ( 1996). Using
amino acid geochronology as a calibrated chronometer, Hochberg ( 1996) reinterpreted the
age of Main Canyon Formation of Bright (1963). Like lzett ( 1981) and McCoy ( 1987a),
Hochberg ( 1996) found stratigraphic evidence within the MCF for lakes intermittently
occupying the basin significantly earlier than proposed by Bright ( 1963). Although most of
the midd le Pleistocene (approximately 600- 140 ka) is not represented in Hochberg's ( 1996)
chronostratigraphy, the two main sect ions. the upper and lower Main Canyon Formation,
provide a stratigraphic record of approximately 600,000 years of deposition. Because
Hochberg 's ( 1996) work forms the chronostratigraphic foundation for this study, a brief
description of her findings , as well as a simplified, composite stratigraphic column , is
pre emed below.
Lower Main Canyon Fonnation
Exposed near the lowest elevation in the Thatcher Basin, the lower Mai n Canyon
Formation (LMCF) is dominated by paludal deposits (Figure 4). Cattail, pondweed, sedge,
and other marsh grasses were found in organic-rich beds interspersed throughout the
LMCF (Bright, 1963). Hochberg ( 1996) located thirteen organic beds intercalated with
laminated lake deposits and what she interpreted as six paleosols. These beds punctuate the
approximately 31 m of deposits exposed along several landslide head scarps. Because of
the lack of correlative shorelines or other sed iment within the basin, the maximum elevation
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Bonnevi lle formation
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Formation
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Stratigraphic break
Paleosol

Laminated to massive,
li ght grey silt
Lava Creek B (LCB) tephra
Stratigraphic break

Laminated to mass ive,
li ght grey silt

Mt. St. Hel ens (MSH) tep hra

Laminated to massive,
light grey si lt. Locally red, clayrich

Thin, dark, organic-rich layers
interbedded with lamina1ed to
massive, grey si lts. Evidence
for mu lt iple (six) pedogenic
evems.

Stratigraphic break

StratiJ,!.raphic break

Huckleberry Ridge tephra (HRT)

Figure 4. Simplified composite stratigraphic column for depos its in the Thatcher Basin
based upon work by Hochberg ( 1996). Not to scale.
attained by the early phases of Lake Thatcher cannot be ascertained. The presence of the
organi c-rich beds , as well as the mollu sc Valvata (Hochberg, 1996), a shallow-water
species, however, indicates a re latively shallow lake or marsh. Given the location of the
deposits near the bottom of Thatcher Bas in, it is likely that the lake-level lowering indicated
by the paleosols required total desiccation of the basin . Two tephras within the LMCF help
constrain its age. Approximately 3.5 m below the top of the LMCF section lies the Lava
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Creek B tephra (LCB), which has been K-Ar dated to ca. 620 ka (lzett, 198 1). The tephra
is conformably overlain by lacustrine sediments, exhibits fine laminations and cross
stratification , and was interpreted by Hochberg ( 1996) to have been deposited into a lake.
The Huckleberry Ridge tephra (HRT) , located approximately 2 m below the lowest
exposure of the LMCF, provides the lower age bracket. Potassium-argon-dated to ca. 2
Ma, the HRT is structureless and not in direct stratigraphic contact with the deposits of the
overlying LMCF. lt is unclear whether or not Lake Thatcher existed at the time of the
eru ption of the HRT.

Upper Main Canyon Fonnation
ln contrast to the LMCF, the upper Main Canyon Formation (UMCF) was apparently
deposited in deep-water lakes. Deposits are found in st randlines as high as 1660 mast. The
upper I m exposed along the Main Canyon Dugway (Figure 4) is carbonate-rich, sil ty sand
into which the modern soil has developed. Immed iately below lies an approximately S-cmthick gravely deposit underlain by massive sand. The lower, sandy bed also exhibits signs
of pedogenesis (Figure 4). Hochberg ( 1996) suggested that this paleosol is distinguishable
from the modern soil by its redder color and enhanced accumulation of CaC0 3. She
interpreted the seq uence as representing a rise of Lake Thatcher to approximately 1659
mast, a subsequent drop in lake level, followed by another highstand achieving an elevation
of 1660 mas t. The gravely bed is suggested to represent the transgression of the second
Lake Thatcher phase. Based upon the paleosol and differing amino acid ratios, Hochberg
( I 996) assigned the sediment to separate lake cycles, dubbed Thatcher I and Thatcher li.
Hochberg ( 1996) used a newly di scovered early Mt. St. Helens ash located near the
bottom of the UMCF, in conjunction with 14C-dated Bonneville-age shells from nearby
Cache Valley (Oviatt and McCoy, 1992), to calibrate the rate of amino acid racemization in
Thatcher Basin. Her results suggested that Lake Thatcher I existed sometime prior to II 0
ka and lowered below 1659 mast around 80 ka. Sometime between -58 ka and -24 ka the
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lake rose

10

1660 masl, apparently spilling over the southern divide, where it eventually cut

Oneida Narrows .
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CHAPTER 2
AMINO ACID GEOCHRONOLOGY

Concept
Because the amino acid geochronology of either the Bonneville Ba in or the Thatcher
Basin is beyond the scope of this study, an in-depth rev iew of the mechanisms of ami no
acid racemization and the techniques used are not presented. Nonetheless, amino acids do
play an integral role in this study and thus warrant a brief overview. Excellent
comprehensive reviews on the theory, applications, and limitations of amino acid
geochronological techniques can be found in studies by Bada ( 1985), McCoy ( 1987b),
Miller and Brigham-Grette ( 1989), Kaufman and Miller ( 1992), Mitterer (1993), and
Wehmiller ( 1993).
Amino acid racemization is a diagenetic reaction. Proteins synthesized by the organism
whi le living break down via hydrolysis subsequen t to death and burial to form less
complex molec ul es such as polypeptides, peptides, and amino acids. Amino acids, the
building blocks of proteins, are manufactured by organisms exclusively in the L-(levo)
configu ration . Upon death, amino acid production halts, and the L-configuration amino
acids begin to spontaneously convento their D-(dextro) configuration . The two
configurations are mirror images of each other (termed enantiomers or isomers) with the
amine functional group

H 2) invening around the central (chiral) carbon. This reversible

chemical reaction is known as racemization (McCoy, 1987b; Kaufman and Miller, 1992;
Millerer, 1993; Wehmiller, 1993).
If an amino acid has two chiral carbons, e.g., isoleucene (lie), two functional groups
may be present (in the case of isoleucene,

H2 and CH 3 ). If both functional groups invert

fro m the L- configuration to the D-configuration, the ami no acid has undergone
racemization. If, however, only one of the functional groups invens (usually

~) to

D-form, the result is a process called epimerization. ln the case of L-isoleucene, this

the
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produces D-alloisoleucene (aile) (allo referring to other). For this study, differentiation
between racemization and epirnizeration is not important. Both processes produceD-forms,
which then can be measured against the initial L-form .
The conversion of L- to D-fonns continues with the passage of time until an equilibrium
mixture is attained. The relative abundance of D-forms to L-forms (known as the D/L ratio)
indicates the length of time that has passed since the organism's death. By comparing the
DIL ratios of different fossils, it is possible (if the two fossils are sufficiently different in
age) to determine which is older. The ratio continues to increase with increasing time until
the reverse reaction equals the forward reaction and a state of equilibrium is achieved ,
which for lie, is -1.3 (Kaufman and Miller, 1992).

Application in Lacustrine Environments
Lacustrine deposits within closed lake basins present several unique problems not
typically encountered in traditional lithostratigraphy. Unlike traditional tech niques, lake
sediments often cannot be distinguished based upon lithological differences . The problem
is that nearly identical lithofacies can be deposited by major lake cycles separated by
thousands or even hundreds of thousands of years. Sequence stratigraphy, a common
application in the study of marine environments, provides a more appropriate method for
distinguishing lacustrine sediments (Oviatt and others, 1994). Rather than defining
sedimen tary packages based upon lithologic similarities (mapped as formations) , cyclic
deposits are recognized as genetic packages of sed iments. Cyclic deposits often exhibit
both tran sg ressive and regressive facies and are bounded by discontinuities (often evidence
of subaerial exposure, i.e. , soi l development) (Oviatt and others, 1994).
Bounding discontinuities, however, are not always distinguishable in lake stratigraphic
sequences. Subsequent transgressions of lake shorelines can remove evidence (i.e., soi l
development), producing an unconformity that may defy recognition. Alternately, it is
possible to ass ign two different lake cycles to sedimentary packages (perhaps separated by
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some unconformity produced by a short-term lake nuctuation) deposited by one lake cycle
(Oviatt and others, 1994). Therefore, it is necessary to correlate or differentiate lake
sediment sequences based upon geochronological techniques.
Several geochronological tools are typically employed to distinguish lake cycles. These
include radiocarbon dating, tephrochronology, and 23"Th (Oviatt and others, 1994). Each
of these methods, however, is limi ted in its utility for geochronological analysis.
Radiocarbon dating, for example, is limited by its half-life to approximately 40,000 yr BP.
Tephrochronology depends upon the pre ence of ash deposits, which are typically rare and
often physically and temporally distant from each other.
Amino acid geochronology is an alternate technique that has successfully distinguished
between lake cycles of differing age (e.g., McCoy, 1987a). Diagenetic reactions of amino
ac ids polymorphs in bones, teeth, avian eggshells, fossilized wood , and fossil carbonate
tests (most commonly used in lake cycle applications) are used to determine the length of
time elapsed since the death of the organism (Kaufman and Miller, 1992; Mitterer, 1993).
Amino acid analyses are ideally suited to clo ed-basin lake studies. Unlike
tephrochronology, molluscs are typically far more abundant and are ubiquitous, often
occurri ng throughout many layers in a sedimentary package. Molluscs are also
cosmopolitan. Lake conditions encou ntered in one region of a closed basin invariably are
repeated in hundreds of other sites. This is true for small and large lake basins (e.g., the
Bonneville Basin). Amino acids can also provide chronol ogical data over a large time span.
Depending upon the temperature experienced by the sample since its burial , amino acid data
can provide useful information anywhere from 100,000-300,000 years (tropics and
subtropics) to greater than I0 million years (arctic regions) (Miller and Brigham-Grette,
1989; Kaufman and Miller, 1992).
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CHAPTER 3
STRO TIUM MODELING

Conce pt
Strontium isotopes have been used successfully in a variety of geological applications.
Perhaps best known for its applications as an indicator of global continental weathering
rates, a geochronological tool (Rb-Sr method), and as a tool in differentiating between
crustal and mantle sources for igneous rocks (Faure, 1986), Sr has also been recently
applied to the reconstruction of Quaternary closed-lacustri ne systems (e.g., Rosenthal and
ot hers, 1989; Benson and Peterman, 1995). Strontium data from modern rivers are used to
assess the relative contributions of water from the different drainages and are then
compared to Sr isotopes measured in fossil carbonate.

The S r Isotopic Signature
The 81 Sri'"'Sr composition of a river is controlled by the lithologies with which its source
water interacts. Chemical weathering of rocks releases both 87 Sr and 86Sr, which are then
acq uired by the circul ating water (Fau re, 1986 ). The specific ratio of di ssolved 87 Sr to 86 Sr
is a function of th e isotopic ratio of the rock through which the water flows. While 86 Sr
occ urs as a result of primary mineral formation , tnsr is produced by the radioactive decay
of 87 Rb, which has a half-life of 48.8 x I09 years. Conseq uently, older rocks wi ll have
more 87 Sr available for weathering and thus wi ll yield a hi gher 87Sr/86Sr ratio than you nger
rocks. Rocks with greater initial amounts of Rb wi ll also leach higher 87 Sr/86Sr ratios
(Faure, I986).
The Sr concentration of the leachate is dependent upon the rock composition and the
relative susceptibility of the rocks to chemical weathering (Faure, 1986). Fisher and
Steuber ( I976), for example, measured Sr concentrations of 0.4 mg L-' in tributaries of the
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Susquehanna River draining relatively easily weathered carbonates. Tributaries draining
less easi ly weathered metamorphic rocks elsewhere in the Susquehanna Basin exhibited
much lower Sr concentration of 0.06 mg L·'.

Hydrologic Budget
Together, the Sr concentration and 87 Sr/86 Sr ratio represent the Sr signa l of the river. For
the purpose of using the 87 Sr!"6 Sr composition as a hydrologic tracer of an individual river
in a multi-sourced system (e.g., a lake), the 87 Sr!"6Sr, and by extension, the age of the rock
in which the river is headed, is less important than the distinctiveness of the Sr signature.
The river must have a 87 Sr/86Sr that is sufficiently disparate from other rivers contributing
to the ystem to be differentiated.
The amount of Sr being contributed to the lake must also be large enough to be
detected. The con tribution of Sr, however, is not only a funct ion of concentration, but of
ri ver discharge (Q). A river with low concentration and high discharge may contribute the
same strontium flux (F5,) into a system as wou ld a high-concen tration river with low
discharge. The contribution of any river to the Sr budget of a given system can be
ex pressed as:

Contribution

=f

(Q, [Sr],

87

Sr/86 Sr)

(Equation I)

The mixing model constructed for this study, mod ified fro m Faure ( 1986), produces a
flux (F.,)-weigh ted average o f the part icu lar river's contribution to the 87 Sr/' 6Sr
compo it ion of the resulting mix. The sum of each river's flux-weighted

87

Sr/' 6Sr

c ntribution (F,.,.,,,) to the mix (in this case a lake) dictates the resu lting lake 87 Sr/86Sr. The
mixing model is expressed as:

(Equation 2)
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Where:

Sr in the Fossil Record
Comparisons of the mixing model results to extinct lakes necessitate the incorporation of
the Sr-isotopic signal into the geological record. Although concentration data are lost,
87

Sri"'Sr incorporation into the geological record is accomplished via the formation of

carbonates. With nearly identical ionic radii, Sr ( 1. 12

) easily substitutes for Ca (0.99

A)

within the carbonate (Faure, 1986). This occurs in biogenic (e.g. , mollusc shell s) and nonbiogenic carbonates. Because the incorporation of both 87Sr and 86 Sr occurs without
fractionation, the 87Sri"'Sr value of the carbonate is an accurate reflection of the ambient
waters from wh ich it was formed. In additjon, Rb is strongly excl uded during the
carbonate prec ipitation. Without the Rb to produce more radiogeruc Sr, the 87 Sr/86Sr value
remains the same as when the carbonate was precipitated. Thus, the carbonates provide a
convenient and geologically stable indicator of past water 87 Sri"'Sr values (Faure, 1986).
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C HAPTE R 4
METHODS

Sa mpl e Collec ti on
Wa t er
Th irty-e ight water samples were collected from follltee n rivers and spri ngs throughout
the Bonneville and Thatcher Basins (Figure 5, Figure 6). All water samples were collected
in 50-ml ac id-c leaned vessels and stored under refrigeration. Whenever pos ible, water
samples from streams and rivers were taken from quiet pools where the sediment load was
low. Allempts were made to sample the water bodies away from obvious local influences
(i.e., nearby drainage pipes or sources of overland flow). In several cases, however, steep
banks, deep or fast moving water, snow, ice, private land, or other obstacles limited the
samplin g options.

Fossils
Most o f the fossils used for this study were selected from previous collections made by
Darrell Kaufman and Amy Hochberg (both at Utah tate University). These samples were
originall y obtained for Hochberg's ( 1996) study of the Thatcher Basin and ami no acid data
were readily avai lable. Hochberg ( 1996) collected a variety of lacustrine mollu can genera
(e.g., Lymnaea, Valva/a, Sphaerium, Triennia) from four s ites around the basin: Site I,
Main Canyon Dugway; Site 2 Rt. 34-foxhole; Site 3, Johnny 's hole; and Site 4, Carter
Lane (Figure 6). Moll uscs were collected at least I m below the modern land surface to
red uce the possibi lity of diurnal temperature fluctuations affecting the amino acid
racemization. Only those fossils whose stratigraphic contex t could be verified were used.
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Figure 5. Water sample collection si tes in lhe Bonneville Basin. Diamond indicates hoi
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for this study; JQ = samples collected by Jay Quade (University of Arizona).
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Anal ytical Methods

Amino Acid
Fos il mo lluscs were prepared for amino acid analysis according to standard laboratory
procedure in Utah State University 's Amino Acid Laboratory. Depending upon the amount
of material avail ab le, up to five subsamples of 60 ± 40 mg of a single genus were made
from each sample . These subsamples were then cleaned ultrasonically. The weight of each
subsample was estimated to the nearest mg and an amount of 2.5M HCI sufficie nt to
dissolve approximately 20% of the material wa added . This procedure expo ed fres h shell
materi al that is less likely to have undergone post depositional al teration. Once the
disso lution was completed, the shells were rinsed and ai r-dried under a laminar now hood.
The shells were then placed in steri le vials and dissolved in 7M HCI spiked with
norleucine. Enough 7M HCI was added to reduce the molarity to 6M upon reaction with the
shell s. This provided a known amount of norleucine in each preparation. Vials were then
purged with N2 and the solution (as well as a norleucine blank) was hydrolyzed in an oven
for 22 hours at 110° C.
Solutions were dried under an N2 atmosphere and then rehydrated for injection into a
hi gh-performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC) amino acid analyzer. Each preparation
was analyzed at least three times using baseline integration and its D/L ratio was calcu lated.
Differences in the D/L ratios determined from repeat analyses of an individual preparation
provide a measure of the analytical reproducibi lity, typically 2-5%, whereas the D/L values
of the different subsamples yield the intrasamp le variation, which is typically I0- 15%.

Strontium
"'Sri'6Sr
The initial fossil cleaning and preparation procedures used for the 87 Srf'l6Sr analysis
were similar to those used in the amino acid analysis. Although there is no indication that
Sr incorporation in biogenic carbonates is taxon-dependent , monogeneric samples were
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prepared whenever possible. Insufficient fossi l material, however, forced the use of mi xed
or indete rminate populations for some preparations (e.g., AH94-8C).
Once the samples were ultrasonically cleaned and ai r-dried under a laminar flow hood,
they were prepared accordi ng to standard laboratory procedure outlined by the Un iversity
of Ari zona Isotope Geochemistry Laboratory. Approximately 70 ± 30 mg of the prepa red
sample was loaded into an acid-cleaned centrifuge tube and between 5 and 6 ml of ultrapure, glacial acetic acid was added. Leaving the caps loose, the tubes were agitated for 30
mi nutes using the ultrasonic cleaner, and left to react for 12 hours. Once the sample was
complete ly di ssolved , the centrifuge vessels were transferred to a dust-controlled
environment. The samples were centrifuged for 15 minutes; the supernate was transferred
to a Tefl on beaker, and evaporated to dryness. Chlorination of the dried carbonate material
was achieved by adding 6M HCI (enough to cover dried material), and evaporating to
dryness. This process was repeated to ensure proper chl orination . Three milliliters of 2.5 M
HCI was used to resolubil ize the sample and the solution was loaded onto a conventional Sr
cati on-exchange column. Solution recovered from the column was evaporated to dryness,
covered with concentrated nitric acid, dried, covered with perchloric acid, and dried once
agai n. Material recovered from the separation process was then solubilized using a drop of
nitric acid and depos ited upon degassed posts. The posts were then loaded into a VG 354
solid-source mass . pectrometer located at the University of Arizona's Isotope
Geochemistry Laboratory. All the sampl es were normalized to NBS-987 (87Sr/80 Sr =
0 .7 10230).
In addition to the solid samples, a number of water samples were al o analyzed to
determ ine their 87 Srj80Sr ratios. Approximately 10 ml of the sample was centri fuged for 1520 minutes to remove any suspended sediment. Under dust-free conditions, the supernate
was the n extracted, placed into a Teflon beaker, and evaporated to dryness. Once dry , the
sample was chlorinated, and processed in the same manner as the solid samples.
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Sr Concentrations
A Perkin-Elmer model 303 atomic absorption spectrophotometer located at Utah State
University was used to determine the Sr concentration of all of the water samples collected.
All water sample were stored for several days under refrigeration. This allowed any
suspended sed iment to settle. Approximately 5 mJ of samp le was then decanted and
analyzed. Concentrations were plotted against a set of Sr standards. Because the
absorption-concentration relationship of the Sr standards can only be assumed to be linear
within their range (0- 5.0 mg L' 1), samples that initially exhibited higher concentrations
were diluted with measured volumes of distilled and deionized water and reanalyzed.
Several samp le collected from springs (e.g., DB95- 13, - 14, -15,-26, and -27) required
multiple dilutions.
Sr Analysis Uncertainty
Analytical prec ision for the 87 Sri 8' Sr analysis is better th an ±0.00002 (J. Quade,
personal communication , 1996). Duplicate analyses of different shells from the same bed
were made from two samples (DK93 - 17 and AH94-12A; DK93-28B and DK93-28B2).
The difference in the 87 Sr/86Sr, a measure of the inter-shell variation, was 0.000 18 and
0 .00008, respectively . The precision of the Sr-concentration measurements, though
mea ured to the third place, are limited to the fir t figure (i.e.,± 0.1 mg L'') by the volumemeasurement devices used in the standard preparation.
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CHAPTER 5
RIV ER CHARACTERIZATIO
SALTLAKE

87

AN D THE GREAT

86

S r/ Sr MODEL

Concept
Although several investigators have reported success using simple mixing models to
simulate the observed 87Sri"'Sr variation in modern rivers introduced by tributaries (e.g.,
Steuber and others, 1975; Fisher and Steuber, 1976) and the 87 Sr/86 Sr composition of past
lakes (e.g., Rosenthal and others, 1989; Benson and Peterman, 1995), the reconstruc tion
of multisourced lacustrine systems is problematic. Large lakes. such as the Great Sail Lake
(GSL), are fed not only by major rivers, but also by a variety of other sources. Because of
the time li mitations, geographical distribution, inaccessibility , and prohibitive costs,
characterizations of all of the small and ephemeral streams, groundwater. and precipitation
are impractical. Typically these sources contribute only a small portion of the total water
influx. In the GSL system, for example, small streams and ephemeral sources (7 .0%), and
groundwater (2.5 %) compri se on ly 9.5% of the total water influx (Waddell and Barton,
1980). Despi te their relatively low water discharges, though, one or more of the c sources
cou ld contribute signi ficant amounts of Sr to the system. Thus, it is important to determine
the error (to a first approximati on) introduced by ignori ng these inflows. This provides not
only a check on the validity of the approach, but also a rough idea of the resolution that can
be ex pected when reconstructing past lake 87 Srf'l 6Sr compositions.
The GSL was chosen for this initial analy is both for its proximity to the study area and
the abundant information available. Jones and Faure ( 1972) collected water samples from
the major rivers feeding the GSL, as well as the GS L itself, and measured their 87Sr.f'l6Sr
composition. Although no Sr concentrations were measured, they were able to estimate the
87

Srf'l6Sr contribution of each river using its relative discharge. T heir analysis suggested
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that the 87 Srf!6Sr composition of the GSL could be estimated from the 87 Sr/86 Sr of the major
tributaries of the lake.

River Characterization

Sa mpling Des ign
Several sites along the course of the Bear River were chosen for the Sr characterizati on.
Because of the Bear River's central role in the tudy, and measuring the Sr composi tion of
the river within Thatcher Basin was necessary to reconstruct the Sr composition of Lake
Thatcher, a more ambitious sampling plan was devi ed than those used on the other major
tributaries to the GSL (e.g., the Weber and Jordan Rivers). The sites along the course of
the Bear River were chosen for their strategic locations: near the confluence of Eightmile
Creek upstream of Soda Springs, Idaho; below the Utah Light and Power hydroelectric
dam immediately south of the Oneida Narrows Gorge, Idaho; below the Utah Light and
Powe r hydroelectric dam at Cutler Gorge (Deweyville, Utah); and near the mouth of the
Bear River in Corinne, Utah (Figure 5, Figure 6). Each site was located

<H

the inflow or

outflow of three major subbasins within the Bonneville Basin (i.e., Thatcher Basin, Cache
Valley, and Salt Lake Basin). Comparisons between the inflow and ouflow sites provide an
indication of the changes in the Bear River affected by the contribution of water from the
subbasin. The si te at Corinne was used to characterize the water entering the GSL.
Data from these sites were combined with data from an additional site located at the
approx imate midpoint of Cache Valley (Weston, Idaho) , as well as numerous Srconcentra tion samples along the Bear River's cou rse. Several tributaries and nearby springs
suspected of contributing Sr to the Bear River were also sampled (Figure 5, Figure 6).
Both the Weber and Jordan Rivers were ampled a few kilometers upstream of their
mouths to assess the water composition just upstream of their entrance into the GSL.
Additional samples from the Weber River upstream of its confluence with the Ogden River,
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as well as data on the Ogden River itself, were obtained from Jay Quade (University of
Arizona) (Figure 5).

Downstream Changes in Strontium
Composition of Ri vers
The strontium isotopic compositi on of the ri vers entering the GSL is not constant along
their course (TA BLE !).Indeed, although some spatial variation in the 87 Sr/86 Sr was
anticipated, the magnitude of the 87Sr!"6Sr changes was unexpectedly large. Apparently, the
87

Sr/86 Sr composition of the rivers, especially the Bear River, is significantly affected by

the introduction of Sr from thermal hot spri ngs. Although the discharge of these point
sources is small relative to the rivers into which they flow, the Sr flux can be extremely
high. Direct measurements of water samples from several hot springs adjacent to the Bear
River, for example, revealed concentrations 10 to 60 times that of the river itself (TABLE
I ; TABLE 8 in appendix). Stronti um isotopic composition can also be substantiall y higher

than that of the river. Water from Crystal (Madsens) Springs (DB95-26) exhi bits a
81

Sr/ 86 Sr ratio (0.72332) significantly higher than the Bear River (DB95 -29; 87Srl6Sr =

0.71317) above its confluence with the springs. Below their confluence at Corinne, Utah,
the 87 Srl 6Sr rati o in the Bear River increases more than +0.006 and the Sr concentrati on
more than triples from 0.3 to 1.1 mg L· 1•
A simi lar phenomenon is apparent near the confluence of the Weber and Ogden Rivers.
The 87 Sr/86 Sr values observed for the Weber River above and below the confl uence of the
Ogden River (JQ94-03 and GF72-02, respecti vely) confluence are marked ly different.
Although, ostensibly, it is the Ogden River that causes the change in the Weber Ri ver, the
high 87 Sr/86 Sr value exhibited by the Ogden River may be the result of the Ogden Hot
Springs located just above the sample site, which was not sampled for this study. It is
unli kely that the water of the Ogden River could obtai n such a high Sr isotopic ratio
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TABLE I. STRO TTUM ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION AND CONCENTRATION OF
THE MAJOR RIVERS FEEDING THE GREAT SALT LAKE

River/location*

87

Sr/86S r

Sample ID

Date of
collection

[Sr]
mgL·'

0895-02
DB95-02A
DB95-01
0895-0IA
DB95- 12
DB95- 16
JQ94-0I
0895-19
DB95-25
DB95-29
DB95-03
GF72-0i t

20-Jul -95
28- ov-95
20-Jul -95
28- ov-95
2 1-Dec-95
2 1-Dec-95
04-Nov-94
22-Dec-95
22-Dec-95
22-Dec-95
2 1-Jul-95
1972

0 .5
0 .6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0 .3
0.6
0.2
0 .3
0 .3
1.1

DB95-1 3
D895-14
DB95- 15
D895-26
0895-27

21-Dec-95
2 1-Dec-95
2 1-Dec-95
22-Dec-95
22- Dec-95

8.0
7.2
6 .7
15 .9
19.3

JQ94-03
JQ94-04
D896-41
GF72-02t

1994
1994
25-Feb-96
31-A ug-66

0.5
0 .5
0. 1

0 .71002
0 .7415 3
0 .71137
0.71290

D896-40
GF72-03 t

23-Feb-96
3 1-Aug-66

1.0

0.71031
0 .70260

Bear River
Soda Sprgs., lD (Sum)
Soda Sprgs., ID (Fall)
Oneida rws., fD (Sum)
Oneida Nrws ., lD (Fall)
Preston , 1D
Wayland Crossings, ID
Weston , ID
Fielding, UT
Deweyville, UT
Bear River City, UT
Corinne, UT
Corinne, UT

0.70922
0 .70858
0.71006
0 .70987

0 .71398
0 .71808
0 .71 3 17
0 .7 1926
0.72190

Bear River Tributaries
Squaw
Squaw
Squaw
Cry tal
Crystal

Hot Sprgs., ID
Hot Sprgs., ID
Hot Sprgs. , ID
Hot Sprg ., UT
Hot Sprgs., UT

0. 72332

Weber/Ogden River
Ogden, UT
Ogden Canyon , UT
1-15-0gden, UT
Unknown

Jordan River
Murray River Park
Unknown

* See Figure 5 for sample locations.
t Normalized to Elmer and Amend (87 Srf6Sr =0.7083

± 0.0005).
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draining predominately Paleozoic carbonates (Stueber and others, 1975 ; Fisher and
Stueber, 1976; Faure, !986).
Adding to the spatial variability in the river systems is the addition of apparently low
87

Sr/86 Sr-value and low Sr-concentration water derived from non thermal spring sources.

This water effectively dilutes the thermal spring elevated 87Sr/86 Sr value for the river.
Evidence for this is exhibited in the 87 Sr/86 Sr and Sr concentration data for the major rivers
(TAB LE 1). At Deweyville, Utah (DB95-25), for instance, the 87 Srf"Sr value is
significantl y higher than in downstream water sample from Bear River City (DB95-29) .
Approximately 12% of the Bear River's total annual discharge enters the river between the
two sample locations (Hendricks and Whetstone, 1974). Clearly, the lowering of the
'

7

Srf"Sr ratio requires the addition of water with sufficiently high Sr concentration and a

significantly lower 87 Sr/86 Sr ratio than at either sample site. Downstream changes in the Sr
concentrations of the Bear River between Oneida Narrows, Idaho, and Weston, Idaho,
uggest that a simi lar dilution is occurring upstream of the input of water from Squaw Hot
Springs.
Similar mixing appears to be occurring on the Weber and Jordan Rivers. On the Weber
River, the apparent rise in the 87Sr/86 Sr value in response to the inflow of the Ogden River
(GF72-02) is attenuated by the time the river reaches sample site DB96-41 . Strontium
concentrations between JQ94-03 and DB96-41 on the same river are also reduced.
Although it is possible that a dilution is occurring on the Jordan River, the ambiguity
associated with the exact location of Jones and Faure's ( 1972) sample site (GF72-03)
cannot rule out the opposite effect (i.e., a thermal-spring-induced elevation of the river's
87

Srf 6Sr va lue).

The GSL Model
Strontium i otopic values measured in nine water samples collected by Jones and Faure
( 1972) from various lake locations were used to calculate an average 87Srf"Sr composition
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for the GSL (TABLE 2). The locations included several from mid-lake along a crude northsouth transect, as well as several close to shore. All but one sample were collected 1.5 m
below the surface of the lake. Sample AR-19a was collected somewhat deeper
(approximately 7 m) below the surface to characterize the 87 Sr/86 Sr composition of the
dense brine located below the lake's haloc line. Although Jones and Faure's ( 1972) data
were normalized to a different Sr standard (Elmer and Amend; 87 Sri"6 Sr = 0.7083

±

87

0.0005), the differences introduced into the Sr!"6Sr ratios occur in the sixth place and are
insignificant for trus study (J. Quade, wriuen communication, 1997).
The variability in the 87Sr!"6Sr of the samples is remarkably small (<0.07%), indicating a
nearly homogenous lake (TABLE 2). The mean of the nine samples is 0. 7174 ± 0.0004
( lcr). Given the apparent homogeneity of the lake and the diversity of the sample areas, it is
unlikely that any one sample was influenced by the local input of water from a spring or
tributary to the lake.
TABLE2. STRONTIUM ISOTOPIC OMPOSITION OF WATER FROM THE
GREAT SALT LAKE (FROM JONES AND FAURE, 1972)
Sample

Ar-4
Ar-7
Ar- 10
Ar- 15
Ar-18
Ar-22
Ar-19A
Ar-24
Ar-28

Depth below
surface (m)

Date of
collection

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
6.9
1.5
1.5

25-May-66
25-May-66
24-May-66
24-May-66
24-May-66
23-May-66
23-May-66
03-May-66
23-May-66

Mean
Standard Deviation

87

Sr/86 Sr*

0.7178
0.7175
0.7176
0.717 3
0.7172
0.7174
0.7170
0.7179
0.7167
0.7174
0.0004

* Normalized to Elmer and Amend (87 Sr/86 Sr =0.7083

± 0.0005).
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If the resolution of the technique is arbitrarily assumed to be equi valent to the variation
in the 87 Sr/86 Sr average measured in the GSL, then the degree to which the modeled lake
87

Sr/86Sr va lue and the measured 87 Sr/ 86Sr value are similar can be assessed . By using the

results from the downstream-most collection site to represent each major river as it enters
the lake (TABLE 3), the model produced an 87 Sr/' 6Sr va lue of0.7 179, which is only
0.0005 higher than the average 87 Sri' 6Sr measured in the GSL (Figure 7). The stand ard
deviation of the mean 87 Sr~Sr of the nine samples collected from tbe GSL is± 0.0004.
The close agreement of the model 87 Sr/86 Sr value and the mean 87 Sr/86 Sr measured in the
GSL suggests that the variation in the GSL measurements is a reasonable estimate of the
resolution of the techn.ique. Henceforth, a value of ±o.0004 will be used as a measure of
the resolving capac ity of a 87 Sr/86 Sr lake budget.
These resu lts demonstrate that it is possible to accurately simulate the Sr composition of
an exi sting Jake from the 87 Sr/ 86 Sr, Sr concentration, and discharge of its major surfacewater contributors. Assum.ing that the relative contributions of the tributaries have remained
constant in the past, then it should be possible to reconstruct the Sr composition of former
Jakes using data from modem rivers.
TABLE 3. INPUT PARAMETERS FOR GREAT SALT LAKE MIXING MODEL
Water Source
Bear River
Weber River
Jordan River

Discharge (Q) L yr" 1*
1.42
4.59
2.44

X
X
X

10 12
10 11
10"

[Sr] mg L-11
1.1
0. 1
1.0

87

Sr/' 6 Srt

0 .70890
0.71530
0.7 1046

* Data from Waddell and Barton, 1980.
t Composition of water from downstream-most collection site along each
ri ver. Refer to TABLE 8 in the appendix for complete data set.
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A

B

* Includes Jordan Ri ver main channel and Surplus Canal

Figure 7. Comparison of (A) model-derived 87 Sr/86 Sr based on analysi s of water in three
major tributaries ; and (B) mean of measured 87Sri"6Sr in water from the Great Salt Lake.
Data used as input into the mixing model (Equation 2) listed in TABLE 3; GSL data are in
TABLE 2.
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CHAPTER 6
STRONTIUM ISOTOPIC RECO STRUCTIO
OF LAKE THATCHER

Concept
Despite the lack of a modern lake, reconstructing the Sr composition of Pleistocene Lake
Thatcher is possible using the procedures employed in the GSL reconstruction. The Sr
composition of modern river water is analyzed and a model constructed to simulate the
87

Sr/86 Sr composition of Lake Thatcher under two different hydrologic conditions: with and

without the Bear River contributing. instead of comparing the model results to water
samples, as is possible for the GSL, 87 Sr/86 Sr in mollusc fossils is used to measure the
87

Sr/86Sr of the now-extinct lake.
The Thatcher Basin is sign ificantly smaller than the GSL. It is fed, at present. by the

Bear River and only a few small perennial streams. Because of the small size of Thatcher
Basin (< 200 km 2 ), there are fewer lithologies influencing the "'Sr/86Sr composition of the
perennial streams than in the GSL Basin . The small basin size also serves to magnify the
difference in the 87 Sr/86 Sr values between the Bear River and the locally derived discharge.
Comprising over 75 % of the basin-wide discharge, the Bear River's contribution to the Sr
budget of Thatcher Basin is overwhelming and distinct.
In add ition , because ihe basin is no longer closed, and the Bear Ri ver carries the on ly
water leaving the basin, the total Sr flux and composition within the Thatcher Basin are
known. Indeed, the amalgamation of local-stream and Bear Ri ver water at Oneida Narrows
provides a convenient sample location free of the local influences observed in real lakes.
Moreover, the Bear River at Oneida Narrows provides Sr concentration data not available
in lakes that undergo evaporation. In conjunction with the local Sr composition data, the Sr
concentration of the Bear River at Oneida Narrows provides a means to calibrate the model.
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Modern Water Sr Characterization

Sr Measurements
Approximately twenty stream s drain into the Thatcher Basin, of which four are
perennial: Whiskey, Trout , Williams, and Cottonwood Creeks (Figure 6) . The eastern
streams, Wi ll iams, Trout, and Wh iskey, were all sampled at or near their confluence w ith
the Bear River. Cottonwood Creek, located on the western margin of the basin, was
sampled approximately 4 km upstream of its confluence with the Bear River near the
USGS gaugi ng station. This samp le si te was chosen to avoid any influence by a series (913) of unnamed hot springs (designated here as the Rt. 34 Hot Springs) located at the
southern-most end of the basin. These springs (the on ly recognized hot springs within the
Thatcher Basi n) were sampled directly.
Although not a sign ificant source of water, several of the ephemeral streams were also
analyzed for Sr co ncentration. Because onl y one of the four perenni al streams e ntering the
Thatcher Basin drains the Portneuf Range along the western margin , three addi ti onal,
ephemeral streams, Smith, Alder, and Burton Creeks, were selected to characterize the Sr
concentration water derived from this range (Figure 6). The Sr concentration data were
used to test the assumption that small streams draining the western flank of the basin are
not a ·igni ficant source of Sr.
Water sample for Sr isotopic analyses were collected from the Bear Ri ver where it
enters and ex its the Thatcher Basin. The water sample from the Bear River at Soda Springs
was measured to assess the Sr compositi on of the Bear Ri ver at the po int where it entered
to Lake Thatcher. Comparisons with the Oneida

arrows site afford a measure of the total

Sr nux from the basin. Both sites were sampled twice, in the early sununer and agai n in the
fall , to characterize the seasonal variation in the river' s isotopic composition.
Given their proximity, similar drainage lithology and size, it is not surprising that the
three eastern perennial strean1s exhibit simi lar Sr compositions (TABLE 4). Indeed, water
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TABLE 4. Srf'6Sr AND Sr CONCE TRATTO S FOR RIVERS DRAINT GINTO
THATCHER BASIN

River*

87

Sr/86Sr

SampleiD

Date of
Collection

[Sr]
mg L"'

Bear@ Soda
Springs (S ummer)

DB95-02

20-Jul-95

0 .5

Bear@ Soda
Springs (Fall)

DB95-02A

28-Nov-95

0.6

0.70858

Alder

DB96-34

19-Feb-96

0.3

ot analyzed

0.70922

Burton

DB96-33

19-Feb-96

0.4

Not analyzed

Smith

DB96-35

19-Feb-96

0.5

Not analyzed
0.71530

Cottonwood

DB95-04

31-Aug-95

0.3

Williams

DB95-05

31-Aug-95

0.3

0.71056

Whiskey

DB96-37

19-Feb-96

0.3

0.71037

Trout

DB96-36

19-Feb-96

0.3

0.71045

Rt. 34 Springs

DB96-39

19-Feb-96

3. 1

0.71132

Bear @ Oneida
Narrows (Summer)

DB95-0I

20-Jul-95

0.6

0 .71006

Bear @ Oneida
Narrows (Fall)

DB95-0IA

28-Nov-95

0.6

0.70987

* See Figure 6 for sample locations.
from each of the streams has Sr concentrations that are nearly identical and 87 Srf'6Sr values
that are analytically indistinguishable.
In cont.rast, Cottonwood Creek ex hibits a significantly higher 87 Sr/ 86Sr composition.
This is most likely the result of the differing lithologies between the Bear River and
Por1neuf Ranges (Figure 8). While the eastern perennials are headed in predominantly
Paleozoic carbonate rocks, Cottonwood Creek t.raverses Paleozoic quartzite (Oriel and
Plan, 1980). Despite the likelihood that the nearby ephemeral st.reams have similarly high
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..~ xplanation
Quaternary, Undifferentiated. Includes. alluvial
fan . alluvial terrace, colluvium. loess. and
lacustri ne sedi mc:nl~.

Quatemary.Gem Valley Volcan ics . Ba.o;n lt - black
M:Oria and black gla.o;;sy nows. Loose scoracious
rcd-we:uherin11: cvnders in oroximit v to cones.

Teni ary, Sah Lake Formation. White, gray. and
green lUff, calcareous, siltstorte and sandstone,
loc:ally conglomerntic. Grades to red weathering

diamictite near older rocks.

P;tlcoJ.oic. Carbonate, Undi fferenti ated. Dark gray
limestones, locally cong lomerutic,with chen
nodule.ll interbedded \l.i th fine crysla.l line lighlto
dark gray, thinly bedded dolomite. Local quartzite.

0

IO km

Sca.le

Pre-Cambrian. Lower Cambrian, Brigham
Quanzite. White, purple. and pink quartzite, poorly
soned, locally conglomer:uic. some phyllite. At
least 3000 m thick.

Figure 8. Generalized geologic map of Thatcher Basin (modified from Oriel and Platt,
1980).
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Srl'"Sr values, their low Sr concentrations and water discharges suggest that Sr fluxes are

insignificant.
Water collected from the Rt. 34 Hot Springs produced the highest Sr concentrations in
the Thatcher Basin (TABLE 4). Interestingly , though higher than the eastern perennial
streams, the hot springs were ignificantly less enriched in 87 Sr than either Cottonwood
Creek or the hot springs along the lower reaches of the Bear River in the Salt Lake Valley.
The reason for the lower 87 Sr/86 Sr values i unclear. A possible explanation, however, is
that the minor faul ts (less than I km in length) adjacent to the spring (Oriel and Platt, 1980)
are significantly shallower than those in the Salt Lake Basin and thus limit the circulating
water's interaction with 87 Srf"Sr-enriched basement rocks. Alternately, the thermal energy
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may be supplied by residual volcanic heat (i.e., the Gem Valley Volcanics). This wou ld
allow the water to become heated without deep circulation along faults and thus would not
require interaction of the water with 87 Sr-enriched basement rocks. Volcanic heat sou rces
are suggested for other springs in Utah with similar proximity to recent activity (M undorf,
1970).
Water from both sample sites along the Bear Ri ver experienced a slight decrease in
87

Sr/86Sr ratios from summer to fall (0.0002 and 0.0006 for Oneida Narrows and Soda

Springs, respectively). The cause of the decrease is not known. One explanation might be
that July is significantly dryer than November. Discharges of the Bear River typically
increase by a factor of about twenty from the months of July to November (Hendricks and
Whetstone, l 974). lt is possible that the change in 87 Sr may be the result of the addition of
tributaries that are depleted in 87 Srl6Sr during the fall , but are not acti ve. or do not
contribute directly to the Bear River during the dry month of July. Increased input from
tributaries draining rocks with relatively low " Sr/86Sr ratios and rugh Sr concentration is
necessary to reduce the 87Sr/86Sr of the Bear Rjver (e.g., Steuber and others, [ 975; Fisher
and Steuber, I 976; Faure, 1986).
Although no seasonal water samples were collected on any other single river drain ing
into the Thatcher Basin, the simi larity in the Sr concentrations of water samples collected at
different times of the year from the eastern perennial rivers suggest that there is no change
(within the analytical uncertainty) in concentration wi th season (TABLE 4). Trout and
Whi skey Creeks, for example, were sampled in February and have a Sr concentration of
0.3 mg L·'. An identical concentrati on was measured in Williams Creek, approximately JO
km south, during the summer when ba ·eflow was at its lowest. Thi s may be the result of
the relatively small drainage areas of these rivers, which limit the introd uction of Sr from
other sources during periods of increased wetness.
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Other Parameters
Unlike the rivers in the Salt Lake Basin, most of the rivers in the Thatcher Basin are
minor, and few water discharge data are available. The discharge of the Bear River,
however, is well-documented, spanni ng 17 and 49 years at Soda Springs and Oneida
Narrows, respectively (Hendricks and Whetstone, 1974). The difference in discharge
between these gauged sites was used to estimate the total an1ount of water being contributed
to the Bear River by Thatcher Basin. This includes the major rivers draining the Bear River
Range (i.e., Williams, Whiskey, and Trout Creeks) and other ungaged sources uch as
ephemeral streams, springs, and groundwater. Because of the similarities in their 87 Sr/86 Sr
ratios and Sr concentrations, Williams, Whiskey, and Trout Creeks were considered
separately from the other sources of water in the basin . By subtracting the discharge of
Cottonwood Creek (for which a 32-year discharge record does exist) from the total amount
of water contributed to Thatcher Basin, the combined dischm·ge of the three rivers
(hereafter referred to as "local") was estimated. All of the non-Cottonwood Creek Srcomposition data for the basin (wi th the exception of the Rt. 34 Hot Springs) were then
averaged to produce an aggregate 87 Sr/86Sr and Sr concentration value to represent the local
water discharge.
Because the total flux of Sr from the basin is also known (Oneida

arrows minus Soda

Springs), Sr flux from sources other than Cottonwood Creek or the local inflows can be
quantified (hereafter referred to as the non inventoried sources). These include the Rt. 34
Hot Springs, but may also include other unrecognized or unsampled sources of Sr
contributing to the Bear River. Maple Grove Hot Springs, for example, is located just
outside the Thatcher Basin but upstream of Oneida Narrows. Us contribution to the Bear
River is unknown .
If the Sr concentration of water from the Rt. 34 Hot Springs is used as a proxy for the
noninventoried sources, then the combined discharge of these sources can be estimated.
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Using the Sr concentrations of the Bear Ri ver, Cottonwood Creek, the local rivers, and the
Rt. 34 Hot Springs, the noninventoried Sr discharge can be derived by the following
equation (Faure, 1986):

[Srh. ,,.,

= ([Sr] 5,,;,.Jf + [Sr],"""'( 1-f)

(Equation 3)

where:
f

[Srh...,,
[Sr] Local

fraction of total discharge
Sr concentration at Oneida Narrows
weighted Sr concentration of non-spring Thatcher
discharge (Bear at Soda Springs + Cottonwood Crk. +
local)
Sr concentration of springs.

Rearranged this produces:
f

= ([Srh.,., - [Sr],""'"') I ([Sr]svn•&•- [Sr] Loc,,)

(Eq uation 4)

Solving for f yields the fraction of the total Bear River water discharge ex iting One ida
Narrows that can be attributed to the noninventoried sources. This value is then subu·acted
from the previous estimate of the local discharge. The discharge of noninven toried sources
estimated by this method yields a value of approximately 4.30 xl0 10 L yr' 1, which is an
order of magnitude less than the discharge of the Bear River {TABLE 5).

Lake Thatcher Sr Budget Models
Using the Sr composition data for the Thatcher Basin (TABLE 5), two models were
constructed to represent the total Sr budget of Lake Thatcher: one model with the
contribution of the Bear River, and one model without the Bear River's influence (Figure
9). The Bear River-influenced Lake Thatcher model produced an 87 Sr/86Sr ratio 0 .00 13 1
lower than the non-Bear River-influenced Lake Thatcher model. This difference is more
than three times the estimated resolving capacity of the Sr budget models and suggests that
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TABLE 5. LNPUT PARAMETERS FOR LAKE THATCHER " Sr/86Sr MODELS

Water Source

Discharge
(Q) Lyr"'

[Sr] mg
L·'

87

Sr/ 86 Sr

Comment

Bear Ri ver

4.72

X

10 11

0.5

0.70890

Cottonwood Creek

2.6J

X

10 10

0.3

0.71530

11

0.3

0.71046

Average 87 Sri"6Sr of
DB 95-05, -3 6, -37.
Average [Sr] of
DB 95 -05 , -33, -34, 35, -36, -37.

3.1

0.7 11 32

Includes Rt. 34 Hot
Springs and other
sources. See text for
explanation .

Local discharge

1.57

X

10

Noninventoried
discharge

4.32

X

10 10

Average of summer
and fa ll 87 Sr/86 Sr.

the Bear Ri ver' s influence on the " Sr/86 Sr budget of Lake Thatcher is distinct and
unmistakable.

Sr Isotopic Composition of Fossils
from Thatcher Basin
Seventeen foss il samples were analyzed to characterize the 87 Srt"6Sr compos ition of
water in Pleistocene Lake Thatcher (TABLE 6). These samples were grouped into three
stati stically distinct (Mann-Whitney test; a= 0.05) categories based upon their 87 Sr/86 Sr
values: Groups I, II, and III (Figure 10). The isotopic composition of she ll s in Groups II
(mean= 0.71105) and ill (mean= 0.70981 ) clusters near the 87 Sr/ 86 Sr values observed in
water samples from the Bear River at Soda Springs (mean= 0.70890) and the eastern
perennial streams (mean= 0.7 1046), respectively. Strontium isotopic ratios group tightly
around the means for these two groups and the standard deviations are low (<0.0002).
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A
Bear River
(0895-02, -02A)

=

P.i<loS< 0.70690 ~
(S<f=OJmgL·I

p--'

B
Local discharge
(0895-05, 01196-36, -37)

Q=4.72x 1011 Lyr11

Cottonwood Cnek
(0895-04)
nSr,6oSr=07 1S30 """
[Sr]=Olmgt · 1

Q=l61x JOIDLyr · l

"'" NIJninventoritd
discharge
4'6rt.Sr=0.711 .\2

[Sr]=J.l mgL· I
Q::4Jh J0'0 Lyr· 1

Bear River
Contributing
87 Srt86sr = 0. 70996

Local Influence
Only
87srt86sr = 0.71127

Figure 9. Model 87 Sr/86Sr composition of Lake Thatcher with (A) and without (B) the
input of the Bear River. Water discharge and Sr data for local influence only model are the
same as (A) but without the Bear River. Input data are summarized in TABLE 5 with entire
data set li sted in TABLE 8 in the appendix.
In contrast, shells in Group I, al l collected from Johnny 's hole (site 3), exhibit a higher
standard deviation (>0.0008) and mean 87 Sr/86 Sr value (mean= 0.7 I 309). Although the
data are sparse, 87 Sri'6Sr measured in shell s comprising Group I cluster into two
tati stically distinct (Mann-Whitney test; a= 0.05) subgroups: phase A, with higher
87

Sr/86 Sr ratios (mean= 0.71370; n = 3), represented by AH94-21A, AH94-4K, and

AH94-4F; and phase B, with lower 87 Sr!'6Sr ratios (mean= 0.71219; n = 2), represented
by AH94-4D and AH94-10Da (Figure 10). This broad range explains the large standard
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TABLE 6. 81 S r/86 Sr AND D/L IN MOLLUSCAN FOSSILS FROM THE THATCHER
BASIN
Sample*

UAU

DIL1

Genus

1402
1418
1419
1415
1379

0.74
0 .58
0.57
0.51
0.45

Valvara
Valvata
Tryonia
Valva/a
Valva/a

Location'

87

Sr/86 Sr

Group I
AH94-4D
AH94-21A
AH94-4K
AH94-4F
AH94-10Da

Johnny's
Johnny 's
John ny's
Johnny's
Johnny's

hol e
hole
hole
hole
hole

0.71200
0.7138 5
0.71361
0.71363
0.71238

Mean
Standard Deviation

0.71309
0.00084

Johnny ' s hole
Carter Lane
Mai n Canyon Dugway
Main Canyon Dugway
Main Canyon Du gway
Main Canyon Dugway
Johnny ' s hole
Carter Lane
Rt. 34

0.7 1093
0.71078
0.71 110
0.7 1104
0.71099
0.7 111 9
0.7 11 33
0.7 1093
0.7 1117

Mean
Standard Deviation

0.71 105
0.000 17

Carter Lane
Main Canyon Dugway
Main Canyon Dugway

0.70987
0.70987
0.70969

Mean
Standard Deviation

0.70981
0.0001 1

Group II
AH94- 10Db
AH94-8I
AH94-3F
AH94- 16B
AH94-3J
AH94-3K
AH94-6D
AH94-8C
AH94- 15B

1378
1438
1404
1434
1449
1403
138 1
1440
1485

0.57
0.31
0.24
0.2 1
0.2 1
0.2 1
0.20
0. 19
0. 18

Sphaerium
Lymnaea
Valva/a
Sphaerium
Valva/a
Valvara
Valvara
Valva/a
Valvara

Group III
AH94-8D
AH94-12A
DK93 - 17

1384
1352
1046

0.36
0. 18
0.18

Sphaerium
Sphaerium
Sphaerium

• AH =Amy Hochberg: collected 1994 (Hochberg, 1996); DK =Darrell
Kaufman : collected 1993 (unpubl ished).
t UAL = Utah Amino Acid Laboratory ident ification number.
§ OIL= Average ratio of all oisoleucine to isoleucine (data from Hochberg, 1996).
# See Figure 6 for sample locati ons.
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Group

[J

Group I

Group IH

Phase A

Phase B

o-t--JLJ...,.__ __.._
0.709

0.7 10

0.711

0.7 12

0.713

0.714

87Srf86Sr

Figure 10. 87 Sr/86Sr measured in fossils from Thatcher Basin, data li sted in TABLE 6.

deviation of the mean 87 Sr/86Sr for Group I. The 87 Sr/' 6S r values are hi gher in shell s of
both phases of Group Tthan in any modem water ource sampl ed wi thi n the basin, wi th the
exception of Cottonwood Creek (87 Sr/86 Sr =0.7 1530).
The strati graphic order of the samples in Group l is not entirely clear. Hochberg ( 1996)
collected samples from several isolated exposures at Johnny's hole and corre lated them
usi ng elevation onl y. She acknowledged that mass wasting at Johnny's hole may have
resulted in isolated sections separated by un identified high angle unconformi ties. Indeed,
the OIL ratios do not agree with the elevational positioning of all shells, though there is
some uncertai nty in the OIL correlation because of the racemiziation rates among the
differi ng genera. For example, the two shells of Group B, AH94-40 and AH94 - IOOa, are
bracketed below by AH94-21A and above by AH94-4F and AH94-4K (Figure II ).
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Lower Main Canyon

Upper Main Canyo n
Fonnation
UMCF

87Sr/86Sr
Lag

Field 10

Fonnation
LMCF

1>/I.. Genus

0.70987
0.70969

AH94- 12A

07 1133
0.711 10
0.7 11 19
071093
0.71 104
0.7 1099
0.7 1078

A H94-6D
AH94-J F
A H94-15 8
AH94-3 K
AJ94-8C
A H94-1 6B
A H94-3J
AH 94-81

0.31

0.70987

AH94-8D

0.16 Sphtumum

0.711 17

DK93- 17

O. J8 Splwr rirun
0. 18Splwrrirmr
0.20 V,ll'lllll
0 .24 Vtlil'tlltl

LCll

0 18 Va lvula
0.2/ Va lmra
0. 19 Vai1V1ta

0.21 Sphamum
0.2/ Va/l'tJitl

87Sr/86Sr

OIL

Field 10

Genu.~

0.7 136 1
0.7 1363
0.7 1200
0.7 1238
0.71093

A H94-4 K
A H94-4F
A fl 94-41)

0.57 Tryonia

0.51 Va/wua
0.74 Vah·aw
AH94- 10 Da 0.45 Valwua
AH94- 10Db 0.57 Sphlluium

0.71385

A H94-21 A

0.58 Vtlil 'tiUJ

t)'rtlfl(l~tl
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Figure I I. Simplified composite stratigraphic column for the Main Canyon Formation in
Thatcher Basin showing the approximate stratigraphic position, based upon elevation, of
each fo sil and its corresponding 87 Srf6Sr value, D/L ratio, and field identification number.
Tephras shown in black (Mount St. Helens = MSH ; I 12.5 ±12.5 ka ; Lava Creek B =
LCB;

~

620 ka; Huckleberry Ridge= HRT; ~ 2 Ma) . Not to scale.

The inconsistency in D/L ratios indicates that some beds in the LMCF contain she lls of
multiple ages, complicating the use of stratigraphic superpositional relations for
reconstructi ng lake-level changes.
A single shell (AH94-10Db) with an 87 Srf6Sr ratio indistinguishable at lo from the
Group IJ mean ratio was collected from the LMCF. Its stratigraphic position , both
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e levationall y and based upon its OIL rati o, places the shell deep within the LMCF.
Ostensibly, this suggests that a lake ex hibiting an 87 Sr/116Sr ratio similar to the Group
II mean 87 Sr/116Sr ratio formed prior to the deposition of the LCB tephra approx imately 620
ka. An approximately coeval shell (A H94- 100a) of a different genus (Valva/a) collected
from the same bed, however, exhibits a ratio similar the group [mean 87 Sr/86 Sr ratio. Two
interpretations of the disparate 87 Sr/86 Sr values of the shells are possible: ( I) The 87 Sr/86Sr
of shells is taxon dependent; or (2) one shell was inadvertently switched during 87 Sr/86 Sr
processing. The most likely explanation is that the shell AH94-10Db
87

wa~

inadvertently

6

mixed-up during the Srf Sr processing, but not during amino acid processing. Several
other approxi mate ly coeval shells of different taxa (e.g., AH94-3K/AH94-3J and AH9416B) exhibit no taxonomic effect. Other investigators (e.g. , Faure, 1986; Rosenthal and
others , 1989; Benson and Peterman , 1995; Quade, unpublished) have observed no
signifi cant 87 Sr/86 S r variation among a variety o f biogenic (e.g., mollusc shell s, lacustrine
tufa, fish bones) and nonbiogen ic (e.g., marl) sources.
With the exception of AH94- 100b, all Group II shells were collected from between the
MSH tephra and the uppem1ost paleosol of the UMCF (Figu re II ). The OIL ratios for the
Group are intermed iate between the 0 /L ratios in Group I fossils of the LMCF and the OIL
ratios of shells from the overlyin g lag deposit and thus are consistent with their
stratigraphic position. Group I shells stratigraphical ly bracket the Group l1 shells. Shells
AH94- 12A and OK93- l 7 were collected from the lag deposit overlying the uppermost
paleosol of the UMCF wltile AH94-80 was collected from the lowermost section of the
UMCF at Carter Lane (site 4), below the MSH tephra (Figure 11). The significance of this
shell is discussed in the context of the model resu lts below.

Model/Foss il Comparisons
Apparently , the fossil

87

Srf 6Sr groups represent at least three, and poss ibly fo ur,

distinct Sr-isotopic phases of Lake Thatcher. The mean 87 Sr/116Sr for Groups II and JU are
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in close agreement with the two simulated 87 Sr/86Sr ratios of Lake Thatcher calculated by
the models (Figure 12). The isotopic composition of Group II fossils (mean = 0 .7 1 I05)
overlaps within ± lo (0.0002) of locall y influenced (i.e., no Bear River) Lake Thatcher and
well within the resolution (± 0.0004) suggested by the modern-day variation in water from
the GSL (Figure 12). Similarly, the 87 Sr/86Sr values in shells of Group Ill (mean=
0.70981) are in accord with the Bear River-influenced 87 Sr/86 Sr model values for Lake
Thatcher (87 Sr/86 Sr = 0.70996).
The mean 87 Sr/86Sr in shells of the two phases within Group I (pha e A= 0.71370; and
phase B = 0. 71219) do not correspond to either of the Lake Thatcher mode l results. They
are significantly higher than either 87 Sr~Sr model result (Mann-Whitney te t; a= 0.05),
and the 87 Srf6Sr in these shells may represent some previously unrecognized drainage
pattern.
D iscussion

Lower Main Canyon Formation
The high 87 Sri'6Sr and OIL ratios in shells in Group I most likely represent an early
phase o f a locally fed Lake Thatcher. The mean 87 Sr/86 Sr ratios of both phase A and phase
B she lls are more than 0.003 and 0.002 (respecti vely) higher than the 87 Sr/86Sr s imulated
by the Bear River-influenced model and clearly indicate that the early lake did not receive
input from the river. The mean 87 Sr/86 Sr ratios of phase A and B shells are also
significantly (Mann-Whitney test; a= 0.05) higher (-0.002 and -0.00 I, respectively) than
the modeled Sr co mposition usin g the modern Thatcher Basin rivers. The hi gh 87 Sr/86 Sr
ratios suggest that either: (I) Cottonwood Creek was the dominant inflow into early Lake
Thatcher; or (2) the 87 Sr~Sr of non-Cottonwood Creek, local discharge was higher than
modern . Of the two possibilities, the latter is unlikely. A significant change in the 87 Sr/86 Sr
of the rivers would require either major course changes or the capture of other drainages to
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Figure 12. Comparison of 87 Sr/86Sr ratios in mollusc fossi ls collected from Thatcher
Basin with Sr isotopic ratios simu lated for Lake Thatcher with and without the contribul ion
of the Bear Ri ver. Gray bars indicate the estimated± 0.0004 resolution of the lake 87 Sr/86 Sr
s imulations centered on the model output.

acquire water in contact with differing lithologies. All of the non-Cottonwood Creek rivers
are surrou nded by high divides and exhibi t no signs of river capture.
A more likely explanation for the higher Group I ratios is a change in the relative
influence of Cottonwood Creek on the Sr budget of early Lake Thatcher. Unlike the other
local ri vers feeding Thatcher Basi n, Cott onwood Creek does exhibit evidence of river
capture (Figure 6). Bright ( 1960) first recognized that the steep-gradient (24m km"1), highwalled , meanderl ess, apparently young, lower section of Cottonwood Creek (below the
ea tward bend in the river) did not match the upper, apparently more mature section of the
river, which exhibited a broad, gently-walled floodplain, with a strongl y meandering
course and relatively gentle (13m km' ') gradient. He suggested that the upper section of
Cottonwood Creek at one time flowed down the nearby "underfit" Battle Creek and drained
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into adjacent Cache Valley. The piracy of the Bailie Creek drainage by Cottonwood Creek
may have resulted in a decrease in the 87 Sri'"Sr of the river water following the deposition
of Group I shells. The upper section of Cottonwood Creek drains Paleozoic carbonate
(Oriel and Plall, 1980) si milar to that drained by the eastern perennial rivers (mean 87 Sr/86 Sr

=0 .7 I046). The lower section of Cottonwood Creek incises Pre-Cambri an quartzite (Oriel
and Platt, 1980): a rock type (metamorphic/siliciclastic) known to yield high 87Sr/86 Sr ratios
(up to 0.75000) (Fisher and Steuber, 1976; Faure, 1986). Thus, the pre-capture
Cottonwood Creek may have had a discharge with a significantly higher 87Sri''"Sr value
resulting in a high 87 Sri""Sr ratio for early Lake Thatcher.
The variation in the 87 Sri""Sr rati o within Group I (i.e., phase A and B) may represent
different stages in the capture of the upper section of Cottonwood Creek. Phase A, for
example, may represent the pre-capture 87 Sr/ 86 Sr of lower Cottonwood Creek. The
"'Sr/86 Sr rat ios of phase B shell s are intermedi ate between the higher ratios o f phase A and
the lower ratios of Group 11 shells. This suggests an amalgamation of water with a higher
proportion of lower Cottonwood Creek water than is represented by the modern liver. This
may have been the result of a partial capture of Bailie Creek. The modern chan nel for the
upper Collonwood Creek is paral lel to the remnant Battle Creek channel for more than 6 km
and the two are separated laterally by less than 100m. It is conceivable that slight changes
in the course of Cottonwood Creek would captu re varyi ng amount s of Battle Creek water.
Similarly, it is possible that subseq uent changes may have separated the two ri vers agai n,
resulting in a return to the pre-capture 87 Sr/ 86Sr ratio, and may explain the occurrences of
. he ll s with Sr ratios belonging to both phases A and B in the LMCF.
An alternate, though less likely, explanation for an increase in the Sr influence of
Cottonwood Creek might be the result of climate change. Because Cottonwood Creek has
nearly three times the catchment basin area of the eastern perennial rivers, a drier climate
may have reduced or even eliminated the eastern rivers, allowing Cottonwood Creek to
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dom inate. Variations in the climate may have produced differing mixtures of Cottonwood
Creek and the other local streams and may also explain the Sr subgroups, phase A and
phase B, wi thin Group I. Similarly, Cottonwood Creek may have dominated early Lake
Thatcher if a physical barrier (e.g., a low nonh-south divide) separated the eastern and
western drainages into subbasins. Thi s mi ght have all owed a sma!J lake that was insulated
from the eastern perennial ri vers to form in the southwestern corner of Thatcher Basin. No
evidence has been fou nd, however, for a nonh-south divide.

Upper Main Canyon Formation
The e leven 87 Srl'l6Sr ratios in molluscan shells from the UMCF apparently represent at
least two, and perhaps three different lake cyc les. Shells from Group fl comprise the
largest number of samples (8) and were collected between the MSH

a~h

and the uppermost

paleosol (Figure J 1). The Sr isotopic composition of these shells clearly indicates that the
Bear River was not di scharging into Thatcher Basin at the time they were living.
Above the paleosol, two shell s with low 87 Sr~Sr ratios from Group I (A H94- 12A and
DK93- 17) indicate that the Bear River discharged into Lake Thatcher at the time they were
living . A third shell from Group I was collected near the lowest exposed level of the
UMCF below the MSH ash. Although it is possible that the shell was inadvertently
switched during processing, the shell appears to indicate the Bear Ri ver' s presence in the
Thatcher Basi n prior to the MSH ash deposition.
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CHAPTE R 7
QUATER ARY BEA R RIVE R- BON EV ILLE BASIN HISTO RY

Rev ised T hatcher Bas in Geoc hronology
The Thatcher Basi n geochronology developed by Hochberg ( 1996) includes two
independently dated stratigraphic units: the MSH ash located in the UMCF; and Bonnevilleage molluscs from nearby Cache Valley. These were used to calibrate the ami no acid
racemization rate and e timate the ages of undated units. For the MSH tephra, Hochberg
( 1996) used age estimates on correlated MSH tephra located on the Columbia Plateau
(Berger and Busacca, 1995) and Carp Lake, Oregon (Whitlock, unpublished), where the
age of the tephra is known broadly. Preliminary pollen analysis by Cathy Whitlock
(University of Oregon) at Carp Lake suggested an age of 60-75 ka, which is significantly
younger than the 125 ka date arrived at by Berger and Busacca (1995). To reconc ile the
different ages, Hochberg ( 1996) averaged the two dates and assigned a large uncertai nty :
90 ± 30 ka. More recent analysis by Cathy Whitlock (personal communication, 1996),
however, has refined the age estimate for the tephra, placing it around 100 ka. An average
of her new estimate and that of Berger and Busacca ( 1995) produces a somewhat older age
than that used by Hochberg ( 1996) with a smaller uncertainty: 112.5 ± 12.5 ka.
Similarly, the second, younger control point, the Bonneville-age shells collected from
Cache Vall ey, can be refined. Because no Bonnev ill e-age fossi ls were previously fo und
wi thin the Thatcher Basin, Hochberg ( 1996) used shells from nearby Cache Valley. During
this study, Bonneville-age Lymnaea shell s from within the Thatcher Basin were found and
co llected. Amino acid analyses of these shells yield a mean DIL ratio (UAL 1666; 0.08 ±
0.01), somewhat lower than the Cache Valley value (UAL 1045, 1110, 1111, 1370, 1422 ,
1424, 1428, 1430, 1431 ; 0.09 ±0.01 ). Although the two ratios overlap, it is reasonable to
assume that the DIL ratio in shells from the Thatcher Basin are lower as a result of a lower
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effective diagenetic temperature (EDT). Modem temperature data for the two basins
(measured approximately 50 km apart) indicate a 1.5° C difference in the mean annual air
temperature .
By incorporating these two refinements into Hochberg 's ( 1996) calibration model and
usi ng the parabolic rate equation developed by Mitterer and Kriausakul ( 1989), the
following equation relating DIL to numerical age was developed:

I

= {1965.45 (DIL) - 15.98}'

Where:
t

(Equation 5)

=sample age in years.

An error envelope was constructed around the regress ion line by connecting the error bars
o f the ca libration points (Figure 13).
Although the differences between the calibration cu rve developed for this st udy and the
o ne used hy Hochberg ( 1996) are sma.!l ( Figure !3), using the new MSH date of 112.5

±

12.5 ka and the Bonneville-age Lymnaea from Thatcher Basin results in somewhat refined
ages for the UMCF. Substituting the Lymnaea-converted DIL ratio (see Hochberg, 1996
for an explanation of intergeneric conversions) of 0.20 ± 0.01 for sample AH94-8 D (UAL
1384; DIL= 0.36

± 0 .0 I for Sphaerium ) into Equation 5, for example, yields an age

estimate of approximately 140 + 17/-12 ka. Thi s is approximately 30% older than
Hochberg's ( 1996) estimate of ca. 110 ka and provides a lim iting age on the lowermost
exposed deposits of Lake Thatcher I. The age of the upper part of Lake Thatcher I deposits
is estimated using the DIL in Splwerium (AH94-16B) recovered by Hochberg {1996) from
below the buried paleosol separating Lake Thatcher I and fi ( 1616 mas!). U ing a
Lymnaea-equivalent DIL value of 0. 17 ± 0.0 I in Equation 5 yields an estimate of
approximately I00 ka. This age, however, is considered a maximum for the age of the
paleosol because of its stratigraphic position. The shells were collected from nearly 40 m
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Figure 13. Amino acid calibration curve for Thatcher Basin based upon the parabolic
rate equation (e.g., Mitterer and Kriausakul, 1989). Squares indicate independe ntly derived
ages and associated OIL ratios (see text for explanati on). Grey region connects error bars
and indicates the error in age estimates. Circles represents previous calibrati on points of
Hochberg ( 1996).

below the overlying buried paleosol. Even at high sed imentation rates, the shells ' position
suggests that Lake Thatcher 1 ex isted long after their deposition.
T o estimate the age of the uppermost section of the UMCF (Lake Thatcher II),
Hochberg ( 1996) used two Lymnaea (OIL = 0. 12 ± 0.0 I ), and five Sphaerium (OIL= 0. 18

± 0.0 I) converted to Lymnaea-equivalent ratios. Substituting these ratios into Equation 5
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results in an age estimate of about 48.5 +I 0.5/-6 ka, roughly I0,000 years older than the
age proposed by Hochberg (1996). This date suggests that a new AMS radiocarbon date
(42,500 ± 1500 yr BP) (DK93-17, AA- 19062) on shells obtained from the same
transgressive (?) lag deposits by D. Kaufman may be accurate, or if it is a minimum age,
then it is youn ger by< 18,000 years.

Early Quaternary
The age of early Lake Thatcher is broadly constrained by the HRT (-2 Ma) and the LCB
tephras (-620 ka). The high D/L ratios (0.5-0.7 in Valva/a, TABLE 6) are consistent with
an early Quatern ary age for the LMCF (Fi gure 14). The numerous organic beds (Bright,
1963) and paleosols (Hochberg, 1996) indicate that the lake was shallow and underwent
several pe1iods of lake lowering, and possibly, given the location of the deposits near the
Ooor of the basin , total desiccation. The presence of the shallow-water facies in deposits of
the LMCF suggests that either (I) the modern basin morphology, specifical ly the basalt
divide, was not in place; or (2) the climate was significantly more arid (precipitation minu s
evaporation) than modem conditions. Few proxy paleoclimate data are available in the
region for the early Quaternary, and the dimen ions of the lake are not well understood .
Thi precludes any meaningful quantitative analysis of the role of climate in early Lake
Thatcher. Qualitatively, however, given that locally-fed, deep lakes existed subseq uent to
early Lake Thatcher (i.e., Lake Thatcher 1), and assuming a topographic divide was present
at the northern margin of the basin, the climate would have had to have been many times
drier than the modem conditions, and probably drier than any other period of
the late Quaternary, to prevent the formation of a deep lake (see discussion on the
hydrologic balance of Thatcher Ba in below).
A more likely explanation for the early shallow lake was the absence of the basaltic
divide in Gem Valley, allowing drainage to the north via the PortneufGorge. The oldest K-
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Ar dates obtained on the lowest ex posed basalt deep in the Portneuf Valley (0.583

± 0. 104

Ma) (Scott and others, 1982) are approximately coeval with the LCB tephra located near the
top of the LMCF. If this date represents the earliest phase of volcanism in Gem Valley,
then basalt may have been absent in the northern two-thirds of Gem Valley for most of the
early Quaternary. A low topographic divide near the Portneuf Gorge may have prevented a
deep lake from forming in the southern end of Gem Valley. Bright (1963) u ed water-well
logs and the modem val ley floor elevation to estimate a pre-basalt northward grad ient for
the southernmost part of the basin of about 3 m knf 1, grad ually decreasing towards the
head of the Portneuf Gorge. He also described several barbed ri vers, most notably King,
Burton, and Alder Creeks, with definite northerly trends that appear to have undergone a
drainage reversal (Figure 6).
In summmy , strontium analysis of shell s collected from sediments deposited early in the
hi sto1y of Lake Thatcher suggests that the Bear River was not present in the basi n during
the early Quaternary. The high " Sr/86 Sr ratios exhibi t two distinct Sr isotopic phases of the
lake. The reason for the two phases is unclear. The decrease in the 87 Sr/86Sr from phase A
to phase B may indicate an increase in the effective precipitation, resu lting in the increased
influence of the eastern perennial streams rel ative to Cottonwood Creek. Alternately, the
shift in 87 Sr!86 Sr may be the result of a partial capture of Batlle Creek by Cott onwood Creek
as discussed previously.

Late Quaternary
Lake Thatcher I
A Locally Influenced LL1ke

Based upon the calibrated ami no acid geochronology (Figure 13), the penultimate phase
of Lake Thatcher was underway at - 140 ka and lasted at least40,000 years. The Sr results
suggest that, except for the lowermost part of the UMCF (i.e. , near sample AH94-8D,
below MSH), Lake Thatcher I received no input from the Bear Ri ver. This is significant in
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that the lake apparently persisted through both dry/warm periods (i.e., oxygen isotope
substage Sc (?) -Se) as well as wet/cold periods (i.e., oxygen isotope stage 6). No lastinterglacial soil has yet been located in the UMCF. This suggests that Lake Thatcher was
hydrologically, not climatalogically, controlled.

Hydrologic Control
To test the idea that, if Oneida Narrows was closed, the Thatcher Basin would fill with
only the local river water discharge, a simple hydrologic balance model was constructed.
The reconstructed surface area of the topograhically closed lake was estimated by (Mifflin
and Wheat, 1979; Smith and Street-Perrot, 1983):

(Equation 6)
Where:
AL
Ap
PL

Ar
PT
K
G,
E
G0

lake m·ea
lake area receiving precipitation
precipitation falling on the lake
tributary catchment area
mean annual precipitation falling in the tributary area
fraction of runoff (the proportion of precipitation that
eventually becomes runoff and reaches the lake)
groundwater inflow into the basin
mean annual evaporation from the lakes
groundwater seepage out of the basin.

Rearranging the equation produces an estimate for the equilibrium surface area (inflows=
outflows) for the lake:

(Equation 7)

This model is simi lar to the hydrolog ic balance model applied to Thatcher Basin by Bright
( 1963). His calculations, using pan evaporation rates, suggested that, under modern
climate conditions, the local discharge of the Thatcher Basin was not capable of filling the
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basin to the threshold level of 1660 mas!. Indeed, he suggested that the lake would reach an
equilibrium surface area of approximately 60 km2, which is slightly less than one-third of
the Lake Thatcher highstand area of - 190 km 2 • In contrast, using updated evaporation rates
measured during 1993 and 1994 on nearby Bear Lake (Amayreh , 1995), a lake of si milar
size to Pleistocene Lake Thatcher, and more accurate stream discharge data (TABLE 7),
Lake Thatcher, under modern climate conditions, is estimated to have an equi librium area
of 424 km2 , approximately four times the area of its highstand. This suggests that the basin
cou ld be easi ly filled by the local river water di scharge under modern conditions.
It is possible to estimate the length of time required for the local discharge to fill the
basin by si mulating Lake Thatcher as a box with a surface area equal to its maximum
surface area during Lake Thatcher I and [[ highstands (-190 km2 ). The total discharge
contributed to Lake Thatcher is divided by the max imum lake-surface area to conven it to a
depth (i.e.,

111

yr" 1). From this inllow , the evaporation rate is subtracted to yield the net

change in depth of the lake per yeru·. The model can be summarized by:

D=QIA, -E

(Equat ion 8)

Where:

Q = the combined local discharge (Cottonwood Creek + local
discharge + noninvcntoried discharge) into Lake Thatcher
(TABLE 5)
D = depth .

The model is conservative in that the actual hypsometry wou ld result in significantly less
surface area until the lake achieved its highstand, resulting in even more rapid filling. By
using loca l river water discharge values estimated by subtracting the modern discharge of
the Bear River at Soda Springs from the discharge of the Bear River at Oneida

arrows

(TABLE 7), the model indicates that the basin would fill under modern climate conditions
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TABLE 7. INPUT VALUES FOR HYDROLOGIC BALANCE MODELS
(EQUATJO
Variable
A,
PL
AT
PT
K
G,
E
Go
Q

D8)

Value
2

192 km
0.46 m/~ r
775 km
0.46 m/yr
62%*
Negligible
0.73 m/yr
Negligible
2.26 x 108 m3/yr

Source
Thi s study
Bright, 1963
Bright, 1963
Bright, 1963
This study
NA
Amayreh, 1995
NA
This study

* Calculated as K= Q/(PT *Acl after Broecker and Orr,

1959.

in less than 350 years, even without the input of the Bear Ri ver. If the Bear River were
added to the eq uation, then the lake would form in less than 70 years.

Threshold Control
Apart from the apparent hydrologic influences (Bear River influenced vs . non- Bear
River influenced), Lake Thatcher I is similar to Lake Thatcher II. Both achieved highstands
at or near 1660 mas!. This suggests that both lakes were controlled by the same threshold.
Although it i · difficult to ascertain with certainty, Lake Thatcher I probably spi lled over the
southern divide, rather than to the north , in much the same way as the later Lake Thatcher
II. The likelihood that a northern di vide wou ld precipitate a spill over and thus a sti llstand of
the lake at exactl y the sa me level as Lake Thatcher II (a lake known to have sp illed to the
south) seems remote. Thi s suggests that a basaltic di vide of sufticient e levation to cause a
southerly spill over wa in place sometime before the MSH tephra deposition. In fact, a
major lava fl ow that fills Gem Valley empted around 0. 10 ± 0.03 Ma (Armstrong and
others, 1975) and may be the fl ow that forms the divide.
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Early Lake Thatcher I
The 87 Sr/86 Sr value for the single sample AH94-8D indicates the presence of the Bear
Ri ver early in the history of Lake Thatcher I. The calibrated amino acid chronology
suggests that the Bear Ri ver entered Thatcher Basin someti me prior to - 140 ka. Then ,
sometime between 140 ka and the deposition of the MSH tephra (- 100 ka), the Bear Ri ver
was apparently di verted from the basin . Unfortunately, additional fossil materi al from
between sample AH94-8D and the MSH tephra was not available for Sr and amino acid
analyses. Thus, it is difficult to

a~certain

how long the Bear River was present in the

Thatcher Basin .
Interestingly, the diversion of the Bear Ri ver into Thatcher Basin corresponds to the
presence of reddi sh deposits at an elevation of 1623 mas! at Carter Lane ( ite 4, Figure 6)
w here shell AH94-8D was collected. Bright ( I 963) origi nally suggested that red sed iment s
within the basi n were indicative o f the Bear River and could be used to di st ingui sh between
the light-colored, (apparently) locally derived lacustrine sediments of Lake Thutcher, and
the Bear River deltaic facies of the younger Bonnevi lle Formation located within Thatcher
Basin. The heavy-mineral conten t and red color (imparted by ferric oxide) of the deposits,
Bright ( 1963) suggested, could not have been derived from the local lithologies and
probably were sourced in the Mesozoic red beds and Tertiary red conglomerates located
east and southeast of Thatcher Ba. in , both within the Bear Ri ver's drai nage basi n. T he red
sediments fo und at Carter Lane by Hochberg {1996) are the onl y non- Bonnev ille red
deposits located to date in Thatcher Bas in . The low 87 Sr/86 Sr in AH94-8 D from the deposits
is consistent with the influence of the Bear River. The upper contact of the red sediment at
Carter Lane is an unconformity (Hochberg, 1996), wh ich mi ght indicate the diversion of
the Bear Ri ver out of the basin, consistent with the high 87 Sr? Sr ratio of shells from the
overlying li ght-colored deposits.
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Correlation of Gem Valley Volcanics
The ages of the diversion of the Bear Rjver into Thatcher Basin roughly correspond to
two K-A r dates on basalt of the Gem Valley Volcanics. A date of 0. 14 ± 0.04 Ma was
obtained from the lowest basalt flow in the Portneuf Gorge near Inkom (Armst rong and
others, 1975). This source vent is thought to be near Alexander (about 10 km west of Soda
Springs) and the basalt flowed westward across Gem Valley and down the Portneuf Gorge
(Armstrong and others, 1975). A second series of dates on the Gem Valley Volcanks from
within the valley is reported at 0. 10 ± 0.03 M a (n

= 14) (Armstrong and others, 1975).

This flow presumabl y filled the northern end of the valley. It is possible that the first basalt
flow effectively dammed the Portneuf Gorge. Because the geometry of the flow is
unknown, it is difficult to determine the effect that the first basalt flow had on the Bear
Rjver. If the Bear· River was flowing down the Portneuf Gorge, as proposed by Bright
( 1963), Mabey ( 1971), and others, then the basalt may have affected the course of the
river. One hypothesis suggests that the damming of the gorge resulted in a backup of the
Bear River. This may have filled not only the Thatcher Basin, but all of Gem Valley.
Circumstantial evidence that might support this suppos ition is Bright's (1963) report of
shorelines at the northern end of Gem Valley that he assoc iated with a small nmthern lake
formed by the Portneuf River subseq uent to the basall flow at Inkom. It is possible,
howeYer, that these shoreli nes were formed when Lake Thatcher filled Gem Valley. The
elevauon reported by Bright (1963) for tJ1e northern shoreline is "at least 5300 feet" (-1615
masl), wh ich is si.milar to the elevation of sample AH94-8D, approximately 1623 masl.
The Portneuf Gorge basalt dam was probably short-lived if the Bear River was indeed
contributing (and therefore eroding t11e dam) to the Gem Valley lake. The stillstand would
have lasted as long as necessary to build shorelines near the northern end of the valley, but
it is mclear how much time such a process required. Once the dam had been breached, the
Bear River apparently returned to its former course down the Portneuf Gorge. Now
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separated from the Bear's influence, Lake Thatcher evolved towards a local river water Sr
composition. Subsequent lava eruptions around 100 kamay have built the divide to
sufficient e levation to let the locally influenced Lake Thatcher rise to near its all-time
highstand.
Alternately, it is possible that the initi al basalt fl ow ( 140 ka) merely clive1ted the Bear
River south into the Thatcher Basin. Again, because the configurations of the basalt flow
and the divide are unknown, it is unclear how high the lake rose under the Bear Rive r's
inflow. Sample AH94-8D suggests a minimum height of at least 1623 masl. It is possible
that the river, divened to the south, filled the Thatcher Basin and then spilled to the nmth
along the western margin of the basin. In essence, the Bear River was simply divened
around the basalt flow. lnterestingly, this may explain the broad channel interpreted from
geophysica l surveys conducted by Mabey ( 1971) extendi ng southward from the head of the
Portneuf Gorge. with a base level near 1555 masl. This may represent the leve l to whi ch
the Bear River graded after the Po1tneuf Gorge basalt dam had been breached. A mudcracked, heavi ly bioturbated unconformity located just above AH94-8D ( 1625 mas!)
suggests that the lake level may have fallen sometime after the deposition of the shell
(Hochberg, 1996).

o soi l was fo und , but shells collected inunediately below the surface

{UAL 1448; see Hochberg, 1996) exhibit higher DIL ratios than those below and may
indicate significant near-surface exposure and heating. It is unclear whether this surface
formed as the result of the Bear River breaching the Ponneuf Gorge dam, or alternatively ,
as the resu lt of a lake-level loweri ng during marine oxygen- isotope stage 5.
A third possi bility can be envisioned. The basalt erupted from vents near Alexander,
Idaho, may have created a divide sufficien tly high to diven the Bear Ri ver south into the
Thatcher Basi n and over the southern divide. Presumably, the second eruptive event would
have divened the Bear River back out of the Thatcher Basin , before a third eruption
redivened the river back into Thatcher Basin.
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Significance of the Paleosol
in the UMCF
The paleosol formed into deposits of Lake Thatcher I indicates a ch<mge in hydrologic
conditions wi thin the valley. The paleosol is exposed in similar stratigraphic position in two
places w ithin the basi n: at Main Canyon Dugway (site I), and across the valley at Carter
Lane (site 4) (Figure 6). The Mai n Canyon Dugway paleosol is located I m below the Lake
Thatcher hi ghstand terrace at an elevation of 1659 mas!. At Carter Lane, the paleosol is at
an elevation of 1633 mas!. This indicates that the lake dropped a least 30m following the
deposition of Thatcher I deposits. The Jake- level change may be explained by changes in
the threshold elevation or in effective precipitation. Because the Sr data indicate that Lake
Thatcher I received no input from the Bear River, the possibility that the Jake level lowered
as the resu lt of a shift in the Bear River's course can be excl uded .
The maximum elevation anained by Lake Thatcher I is similar to the elevation attained by
Lake Thatcher ll , and both are coinc ident with the elevation of the McKenzie Flats
pediment surface (Williams, I948). This suggests that Jake levels during both Jake phases
were co ntrolled by the elevation of the southern threshold. This implies that the modern
bas in morphology, specifically the northern di vide fo rmed by the basalt, was in pl ace by
Thatcher I time, approximately 100 ka. It is possible, however, that a breech of the
northern di vide occurred, allowing the Jake level to drop and the soil to form . T his breech
may have been later healed by the same basalt flow that presumably diverted U1e Bear River
for the final time (i.e., Lake Thatcher II) . Although thi s is an attractive explanation for the
soil development , any evidence of such a breech is presumably buried beneath the basalt.
An alternate mec hanism for lowering the lake would be a change in climate. A reduction
in the effective moisture (i.e., precipitation minus evaporation) may have resulted in the
lake-level drop. The paleosol formed prior to -50 ka and sometime after 100 ka . This
interval spans the late part of oxygen-isotope stage 5 and the early part of stage 4 , the early
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Wisconsin . Few well-dated proxy c limate records are avai lable from the region that span
this time interval. If the paleosol does record an interval of lower-than-present effective
precipitation, then climate must have been extremely warm and dry. Several climate
indicators from around the western U.S. suggest unusual warmth during oxygen isotope
substage Sa (- I00-90 ka) . Other lakes within the Great Basin (e.g., Carp Lake, Oregon
[Whitlock and Bartlein, 1996] ; Lake Bonneville, Utah [Scott and others, 1983]; Searles
Lake, Nevada [Smith , 1984]) experienced lake-level lowering and soil formation during
this period. Wate r levels in Browns Room, Nevada (Szabo and others, 1994) a nd
travertine deposits in eastern Grand Canyon National Park (Szabo, 1990) also indicate
relativel y dry conditions. Possibly, the paleosol developed in deposits of Lake Thatcher l
was formed during oxygen-isotope substage Sa.
To calcul ate the reduction in effecti ve precipitation necessary to lower the lake level 30
m, the equilibrium surface area (A,) calcu lated in Eq uation 7 was set at the area of Lake
Thatcher at its highstand (-190 km2 ). The actual surface area of the lake at 1630 mas! ,
though less, was probably close to this estimate due to the relatively steep walls of the
basin. Substitutin g 190 km2 into Equation 7 and solving forE (evaporation) results in an
estimated evaporation rate of 1.61 m yr" 1• This rate is more than two times higher than the
0.73 m yr" 1 measured recently at Bear Lake (Amayreh, 1995) and suggests a two-fold
reduction in the effective prec ipitation for the basin.

Lake Thatcher II
Unlike Lake Thatcher I, Lake Thatcher U received input from the Bear River. The low
Sr isotopic ratios in shells from the transgressive (?) lag deposit overlying the paleosol
between Lake Thatcher I and

rr deposits clearly indicate that the lake received input from

the Bear River. And, unlike the Bear River's initial entrance into the bas in, there is
evidence to suggest that the river did indeed fill the basin, causing a spillover at the
southern divide. The lake achieved a highstand of approximately 1660 mas!, forming
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extensive strandlines roughly coincident with McKenzie Flats pediment surface (Williams,
1948). The stillstand strongly suggests control of the lake level by the southern divide.
Perhaps the most convincing evidence of a spi llover at the southern divide is the presence
of the Oneida Narrow . The gorge was necessarily closed during Lake Thatcher I and II to
allow the lakes to rise to 1660 masl. By the time Lake Bon neville backed up into the
Thatcher Basin (-20 ka), the gorge was open to at least - 1584 mas!, the altitude of Lake
Bonneville at its highstand.
The duration of Lake Thatcher n is difficult to ascertain . According to the calibrated
amino acid chronology, the lake was high ( 1660 mas!) at around 48 ± -9 ka (Equation 5;
AH94- 12NDK93- 17, OIL= 0.12 Lymnaea equivalent). This age probably dates the start
of Lake Thatcher II. The age of the cutting of Oneida Narrows and the subsequent demise
of Lake Thatcher LI is constrained by the entrance of Lake Bonneville into Thatcher Basin
around 20 ka. Therefore, Lake Thatcher II persisted no longer than 30,000 years.
Based upon the duration of Lake Thatcher II (-30,000 years), and as uming that the
total present-day length of Oneida Narrows Gorge (approximately 14.5 km) was incised
during that period, an average head ward erosion rate of about 0.5 m y( 1 is estimated. This
is a maximum rate of erosion since the actual configuration of the southern shoreline of
Lake Thatcher is unknown. It is possible that a small embayment existed over the site of
modern Oneida

arrows, effectively reducing the length of rock that was excavated. In

addition, water pilling over from Lake Thatcher I, though substantially lower discharge
than the Bear River-influenced Lake Thatcher II, may have contributed significantly to the
erosion of the gorge. If the duration of both Lake Thatcher I and ll is considered, then the
average head ward erosion rate estimate is significantly lower, approximately 0.2 m yr''.
Although the discharge and erosive power of rivers vary, these rates are in reasonable
agreement with other estimates from lava dams on the Colorado River (-0.75 m y..- 1)
(Hamblin, 1994), and from Niagara Fall s (0.94 m yr'') (Tesmer and Dastedo, 1981 ), and
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seem more reasonable than the >2m y( 1 average head ward erosion rate proposed by Bright
( 1963), especially in light of the highly resistant lithology comprising the east half of the
paleodivide: primarily the Brigham Formation quartzite (Bright , 1963). It is possible,
however, that preex isting weaknesses in the divide (i.e., faults , joints, contacts) were
exploited by the spillover of Lake Thatcher, resulting in rapid incisement of the gorge. No
evidence is available that would suggest whether Lake Thatcher fell slowly or
catastrophically.

Correlation with Bonneville Basin Lakes

Sr Modeling
An attempt was made to construct a Sr budget model simi lar to that used in Thatcher
Basin for the Bonneville Basin lakes. Twenty carbonate samples including molluscs, tufa,
marl , and fish vertebrae were used to isotopica ll y characterize the Bonneville Lacustral
(TABLE 9 in the appendix). ln addition , water from two rivers in the southern Bonneville
Bas in, the Beaver and Sevier Rivers, was sampled and analyzed (TABLE 8 in the
appendix) . Because the Bonneville Lacustral is known to have received input from the Bear
River, a valid Sr budget model for this lake cyc le might be used to determine whether or
not the Bear Ri ver was contributing to the Bonneville Ba in for previous lake
87

cycle~ .
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Despite the success in simulating the Sr/ Sr composition of the Great Salt Lake,
however, the modeling results for the Bonneville Lacustral were equivocal. Un like the
Thatcher Basin, the Sr signature of the Bear River at the point of its entrance into Lake
Bonnev ille is neither large nor isotopically distinct from the other major tributaries. In
addition , a large number of 87 Sr-enriched springs, whose discharge histories are unknown ,
create a unsati sfactory margin of error in the Sr budget analysis.
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Cutler Dam
An intriguing similarity is apparent in the ages of the Bear Ri ver's diversion -50 ka and
the Culler Dam lake cycle. This relative ly small lake in the Bonneville Bas in (-22 ,000 km2)
is intermed iate in age between the Little Valley lake cycle (- 160 ka) (McCoy, 1987a) and
the Bonnev ille Lacustral (Ovi att and others, 1987). Oviatt and others ( 1987), using amino
acid data and a thermoluminescence (TL) date, estimated the age of the Cutler Dam lake
cycle to be between 40 and 80 ka, wi th a probable age of around 50 ka. Although the
Culler Dam Lacustral is probably linked to the climate, it is possible that the entrance of the
Bear River into the Bonneville Basin ca. 50 ka contributed signiticantly to the lake's rise.
The mean annual discharge of the Bear River above Oneida Narrows accounts for
approximately 28% (6.98 x 108 m3 y( 1) of the total annual discharge into the modem Great
Salt Lake. Its diversion into the Bonneville Basin ca. 50 ka would have increased the total
annual di scharge into the lake by approximately 4 1%. The Bear Ri ver may have ent ered the
Bonnev ille Basi n during the waning phase of oxygen-isotope stage 4, causing the lake to
rise to around 1340 mas!. The climatic changes brought abou t by the warming during stage
3 may have forced the Jake level to drop, allowing the formation of t11e Fielding Geo ol
(Oviatt and others, 1987). Soi l development estimates by Oviatt and other ( 1987) suggest
a subaerial ex posure of around 15,000 ± 5000 years. Thi s is in fair agreement wit h the
Lake Bonneville hydrograph, which shows a rise of Lake Bo nneville to approximately
1340 mas! around 30 ka (O viatt and McCoy, 1992).

S ummary
Strontium ana lyses of the modern Bear Ri ver and the local streams discharging into
Thatcher Basin indicate that the Bear River's Sr isotopic signature, in conjunction with its
overwhel ming discharge, is sufficiently disparate from the local discharge to clearly
indicate its presence or absence. When combined with the refined age estimates using
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amino acid geochronology, the timing of the isotopic changes in the Thatcher Basin caused
by diversions of the Bear River can be assessed with more confidence.
Early Lake Thatcher was clearly a shallow, local ly fed Jake. The numerous organic-ric h
deposi ts and interspersed paleosols of the LM CF suggest a paludal environment punctuated
by several apparently complete desiccation events. The 87 Sr/86 Sr ratios in shells collected
from the LMCF at Johnny 's hole (mean 81 Sr/86 Sr = 0.7 I 309) are significantly hi gher than
that of the Bear Rive r (mean 87Srt86Sr =0.70890) and clearly indicate that the modern Bear
Ri ver was not present in Thatcher Basi n during the depositjon of the LMCF. Indeed, the
ratios arc significantly rugher than for a lake fed by the modern drainages. This may
indicate that early Lake Thatcher was dominated by water from the 81Sr-enriched
Cononwood Creek. The two distinct isotopic phases within the Group I ratios (phase A
mean 81 Sr/86 Sr =0. 7 I 370; phase B mean 81 Sr/86 Sr =0.7 I2 I 9) may represent the capture of
a 87 Sr-clcpleted Battle Creek.
Based upon an extrapolation of the amino acid calibration curve, the Bear Ri ver is
present in Thatcher Basin around 140 ka. The " Srl6Sr ratio on shell AH94-8D (0.70987)
clearly indicates the presence of the Bear River atthjs time. The sheU was also collected
from red sediments located near the bottom of the UMCF at the Carter Lane site. These red
sediments are the onl y non-Bonnev ille red sed iments known in Thatcher Basi n. The Sr data
suggest that Bri ght' s ( 1963) original hypothesis that the reel sed iments cou ld be used as
indicators of the Bear Ri ver's presence wi thin the basin may be correct.
Because deposits representing the mjddl e Pleistocene have not been found , it is unclear
when the Bear River entered the Thatcher Basin . It is possible that the Bear Ri ver had been
contributing to the basin for a significant period of time prior to 140 ka. The age derived by
extrapolating the amino acid calibration curve is consistent, however, with K-Ar dates on
basal tic Java in the Portneuf Gorge (Armstrong and others, I975). It is possible that the
gorge was temporarily blocked , backing up the Bear River, filling a portion, or perhaps all,
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of Gem Valley. Because the exact configurations of the basal! flows in the northern
Thatcher Basin and the Portneuf Gorge are unknown, it is unclear whether the Bear River
rose to an elevation high enough to spill over the outhern divide into the Bonnevi lle Basin,
thereby initialing the incision of Oneida Narrows.
The duration of the Bear River's initial presence in Thatcher Basin is unclear . Sometime
after 140 ka, the sediments of the UMCF revert back to a white color and the 87 Sr/' 6Sr
ratios shi ft from a Bear River-dominated system (87 Sri''"Sr =0.70987, AH94-8 D) to a
local ly fed lake (mean 87 Sr/86 Sr = 0.7 11 05 , Group IJ). Under local stream influence, Lake
Thatcher I rose to an elevation of at least 1659 masl and persisted for at least 40,000 years,
based upon the youngest DIL ratios (0.1 7

± 0.01

Lymnaea equ ivalent; AH94- 16B) from

the UMCF below the uppermost pa leosol. Hydrologic balance calcu lations based upon new
evaporation rate estimates from nearby Bear Lake suggest that, under modern conditions,
the locall y derived discharge is more than suffic ient to fill the Thatcher Bas in . This is a
departure form Bright 's ( 1963) original analysis that suggested the local-derived discharge
was insurticien t to fill the basin. Although it is possible that the lake achieved this stil lstand
elevation by spilling to the north down the PortneufGorge, the coincidence of the elevation
with the later Lake Thatcher D. a lake known to have spi lled to the south into the
Bonneville Basi n, suggests that, sometime after 140 ka, the basalt divide was high enough
to force the lake to spill to the south. Thus, water from the Thatcher Basin may have begun
the headward erosion of Oneida Narrows sometime after 140 ka and may have contri buted
to the Bonneville Basin for at least 40,000 years.
Sometime after - 100 ka, the lake level lowered at least 30 m allowing the formation of
the uppermost paleosol. Given the simi larity in lake levels between Lake Thatcher I and II
( 1659 and 1660 ma I, respectively), the lake probably lowered as the result of c limate,
rather than as the result of a threshold change. Re ults of the hydrologic balance model
suggest that a two-fold reduction in the effective precipitation compared to the present
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would have been required to lower a locally fed Lake Thatcher a minimum of 30m. Based
upon the calibrated amino acid geochronology, this took place sometime between 100 ka
and -50 ka, a period that includes oxygen -isotope substage Sa, during which unusually
warm and dry conditions have been documented elsewhere in the western U.S.
The Bear River was apparent ly divened back into Thatcher Basin for the final time
around 50 ka, based upon the ca li brated OIL ratios in shell s (AH94- 12A; DK93- 17)
collected from the transgressive lag deposit immediately overlying the uppermost paleosol
in the UMCF. Hydrologic balance models suggest that, under the influence of the Bear
River, Thatcher Basin would have filled and would have begun spilling over the southern
divide in less than seven decades. The timing of the final diversion is approximately coeval
with the Cutler Dam Lacustral in the Bonneville Basin (Oviatt and others, 1987). The
additional water from the Bear River increased the total annual discharge into the
Bonne vi lie Basin ca. 50 ka by 41% and may have played a role in the rise of the lake.
The cutting of Oneida Narrows was underway approxi mately 50 ka, based upon the
cal ibrated amino acid date on the final rise of Lake Thatcher (Lake Thatcher IT), and was
completely incised by around 20 ka based upon the " Cage of the intrusion of Lake
Bonneville (Oviatt and McCoy, 1992). Using the maximum length of the Oneida Narrows
gorge (- 14.5 km) yields a maximum average headward eros ion rate of - 0.5 m yr" 1• It is
possible, however, that head ward erosion began with the spillover of the locally fed lake
Thatcher I, which reduces the average erosion rate to -0.2 m yr''. These erosion rates are
significantly lower than those originally proposed by Bri ght ( 1963) and are in reasonab le
agreement with other head ward erosion rates for Niagara Fa ll s (Tesmer and Dastedo, 1981)
and lava dams in the Grand Canyon (Hamblin , 1994).

Conclusions
Thatcher Basin holds the key to the Bear Ri ver' s diversion imo the Bonneville Basin.
Thatcher Basin's smal l size and strategic position near the diversion point make it an ideal
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place to use Sri otopes as an indicator of the Bear River's presence or absence.
Constrained within the temporal framework provided by the tephrochronology and the
amino acid geochronology, the Sr analyses suggest that the diversion of the Bear River into
the Bonneville B asin was not a single event, nor was it responsible for the rise of the
Bonnev ille Lacustral to its all -time high. Rather, the results of thi s study show that the Bear
River's paleohydrogeography is complex and that a number of diversions apparently
occurred. The Bear River's presence in Thatcher Basin more than 100,000 years earlier
than previously proposed hints at the possibi lity of the Bear River contributing to the preBonnevi lle Lacustral deep-lake cycles. At more than 33% of the total discharge to the
modern Great Salt Lake, the addition of the Bear River above Oneida Narrows would
undoubtedly alter the Bonneville Basin lake hydrologic budget and thus must be considered
when interpreting the cause of lake- level nuctuations.
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APPENDIX

TABLE 8. 87 Srf"'Sr AND Sr CONCENTRATION DATA FOR WATER COLLECTED FROM THE BONNEVILLE BASIN
Sample 10

Cross
reference

River

Description

DB95-0!

Bear

Oneida Narrows site. I km south of Oneida
Nnrrows dam tailrace, 50 m north of bridge.

0895-0IA

Bear

Oneida Narrows site. I km south of Oneida
N::~.rrows dam tailrnce, SO m north ofbndge.

DB95-02

Bear

Soda Springs site. I 0 m north of Sulfur Canyon
Rd. bridge, npprox. 3 km west of Rt. 30

Location

Reference

SE/4, NW/4, Sec. 26,
T.l3S. R.40E. (Preston, ID
l:IOOk)
SE/4, W/4, Sec. 26,
T.l3S, R.40E. (Preston, ID
!:lOOk)
SW/4, Sec. 8, T .9S, R.42E.
(Sodn Springs.ID 1:100 k)

Date of

Sr

(mg

"Srf6S r

collection

L'')

This Study

20-Jul-95

0.6

0.710056

This Study

28-Nov-95

0.6

0.70987

This Srudy

20-Jul-95

0.5

0.709224

SW/4, Sec. 8, T.9S, R.42E.
(Soda Springs, ID I: I 00 k)

This SIUdy

28-Nov-95

0.6

0.708581

NFJ4. NFJ4, SW/4. See. 5,
T.9N, R.2W. (Brigham
City, UT -USGS 7 .5')

This Study

21-Jul -95

1.1

0.71926

SW/4, Sec. 34, T.I2S.
R.40E. (Preston I: I 00 k)
SF/4, SW/4 , Sec. 19,
T. I2S. R. 4 1E. (Preston, 10
1:100 k)
SW/4, NE/4, Sec. 20,
T.I6S, R.40E(Preston, ID
l:IOOk)
SE/4, SE/4,SEI4. Sec. 20,
T. l5S, R.39E (Preston, ID ·
USGS 7.5')
NW/4 , Sec.l7. T.l5S,
R.39E.
NW/4, Sec.l7, T.l5S,
R.39E.
NW/4, Sec.l7. T.I 5S,
R.39E.
SW/4. NW/4, See. 9.
T. l5S. R.39E.
SE/4, NE/4 , Sec.36, T.!4S,
R.39E (Riverdale, lD
USGS 7,5')
NW/4, NW/4, Sec. 31,
T.l4S, R.40E (Riverdole,
1D · USGS 7 .5')
SE/4, SE/4, Sec. 7. T.l2N,
R.2W (Cutler Darn, UT •
USGS 7.5')

This Study

31-Aug-95

0.3

0.715297

This Study

31 -Aug-95

0.3

0.710559

This Study

21-Dcc-95

0.1

This Study

21-Dec-95

0.4
8.0

intersection.
DB95-02A
0895-03

Be3r
Bear

Sodo Springs site... 10m north of Sulfur Cc.nyon
Rd. bridge, npprox. 3 km west of Rt. 30
intersection.
Brigham City site. 200m north of Rt. 30 liridge
near Corinne city boundary (public fishing
3CCCSS).

Local Thmcher stream. I km west of ID Rt.34 @
gnu,gi ng station .
Locnl1ll:llcher strenm. Intersection of creek and
ID Rt. 34.

DB95-04

Cottonwood

DB95-05

Williams

DB95- l l

Cub

Cub River S3mple obtnined from Rl91 bridge
approximately I krn nonh of Frank.Jin, ID.

DB95-!2

Bear

Preston Site. Sample obtained from small point
bar directly below Oneida St. bridge.

0895- 13

Squaw#!

DB95- 14

Squaw #2

DB95-15

Squaw #3

Squaw Springs. 3 separate springs sampled (see
field notes for loca l map).
Squnw Springs. 3 separate springs sampled (see
field notes fo r local map).
Squaw Springs. 3 separate spri ngs snmpled (sec
field notes for map).
Wayland crossings site. Sample obtained from
Rt. 91 bridge near Waylnnd hot springs.
Riverdale Resort hot spnngs. Sample obtained
from cement weir just above commercial pool
approxim:uely 2m from covered spri nJ.
34136 site. Sample obtained from below Rt 34
bridge near RL36 intersection.

DB95- 16

Bear

DB95- 17

Riverdale
Springs

DB95-18

Bear

DB95-!9

Bear

Fielding Site. Sample obtained from below Rt.
30 bridge south of Fielding. UT.

This Study

21-Dec-95

This Study

21-Dec-95

7.2

This Study

21-Dec-95

6.7

This Study

21-Dcc-95

0.3

This Study

21-Dcc-95

0.0

This Study

21-Dcc-95

0.4

This Study

22-Dec-95

0.2

_,
_,

Sr {mg
"Sr.JMSr
L'')

River

Description

Location

Reference

Date of
collection

OB95-20

Malad

Ma lad river. Sample obtained from below Rt. 30
bridge south of Fielding, UT.

TI1is Study

22-0ec-95

1.6

OB95-21

Bellmont #I

Bellmont springs series. Three separate springs
sampled (see field notes for map).

This SIUdy

22-0ec-95

3.4

OB95-22

Bellmont #2

Bellmont springs series. Three sep:m11e springs
sampled (see field notes for map).

This Study

22-Dec-95

5.0

0895-23

Bellmont #3

Bellmont spri ngs series. Three separate spri ngs
sampled (see field notes fo r mnp).

Thi s Study

22-0ec-95

5.1

OB95-24

Malad

This Study

22-Dec-95

1.8

OB95-25

Bear

Malad River. Snmple obtained from below
6000\V bridge approximately 500 m east of 1-15
bridge and 1.5 Jan upstre:lm of Bellmont hot
springs.
Deweyville site. Sample obtained from fisning
access approximately 30m south of Rt. W2

SW/4. SW/4, Sec. 12,
T.l2N. R.3W {Riverside,
UT - USGS 7 .5')
NE/4, NW/4, Sec. 23,
T.I3N, R.3W (Riverside,
UT- USGS 7.5')
NE/4, NW/4, Sec. 23.
T.l3 . R.3W (Riverside,
UT - USGS 7.5')
NE/4, NW/4, Sec. 23.
T.IJN, R.JW (Riverside,
UT- USGS 7.5')
NEI4,SEI4, Sec. 15, T.I3N,
R.JW (Riverside, UTUSGS 7.5')
SE/4. SW/4, Sec. 6, T.ll N.
R.2W

This Study

22-Dec-95

03

0.718079

Sl3/4. Sec. 29, T.ll N,
R.2W (Honeyville, UTUSGS 7.5')
SE/4, Sec. 29. T.IIN,
R.2W (Honeyville, UTUSGS 7.5')
NW/4 , NE/4, Sec. 24.
T. ION. R.3W (Bear River
City. UT- USGS 7.5')

This Study

22-0ec-95

15.9

0.723322

This Study

22-0ec-95

19.3

This Study

22-Dec-95

1.3

0.717132

SW/4, SW/4, Sec. 7.
T.ION, R.2W {Brigham
City, UT- USGS 7.5')
l'f\V/4, SW/45, Sec. 16,
T.l2N, R.IE{Smithfield,
UT- USGS 7.5')

This Study

22-0cc-95

0.3

0.713169

This Study

27-0ec-95

0.7

NFJ4, SE/4, Sec. 4, T.IIN,
R.l E {Logan, UT- USGS
7.5')
SE/4, SW/4, SE/4. Sec. 35,
T.IJN, R.IW (Well sville,
UT- USGS 7.5')

This Study

27-Dec-95

0.0

This Study

27-Dec-95

0.1

SW/4, NW/4, Sec. 27,
T.ll S. R.40E {Thatcher
Hill.ID 7.5')

This Study

19-Feb-96

0.4

SamplelD

Cross
reference

brid~e.

0895-26

Crystal #I

Crystal hot springs series. Two separate sites
smnpled.

0895-27

Crystal##2

Crystal h01 springs series. Two sep:u:ne sites
sampled.

OB95-28

Mal:~d

M:~lad River. Sample obtained from below
Corinne-Bear River City, UT road j ust upstream
of Bear River/Malad River confluence.

OB95-29

Bear

Bear River City site. Sample obtained from
below old suspension bridge in Bear River City.

OB95-30

Cache Valley
Ground Water

OB95-31

Logan

Cnche Va1ley ground water obtained from
flowin g we ll on east side of 600W/2500N
intersection (Logan, lJT) just sou lh of
easternmost runway @ Lo~an airport.
Logan River. Sample obtained from below Main
St. {Logan. UT) bridge.

OB95-32

Little Bear

OB96-33

Burton

Linle Oc-.3J' River. Sample obtained from below
Rt. 89 bridge southeast of Wellsville. UT.
Burton Creek. Sample obtained from east side of
Thatcher Cemetery R'Jad droinage pipe . V~ry
small (approx. I m wide) creek.

_,
00

Sample 10

Cross
reference

08 96-34

Alder

0896-35

Smi th

Alder Coeek. Sample obtained from east side of
Thatcher Cemetery Rd. drainage pipe. Creek
approx. Heavy sed. load- discharge approx. 2x
thot or Burton Creek (0 896-33).
Smith Creek. Sample obtained from east side of

Thatcher Cemetery Rd. drainage pipe. Creek

approx. Heavy sed. load- lots of nearby

Sr

(mg

Reference

Date of
collection

SW/4, Sec. 22, T .l l S,
R.40E (Thotcher Hill, 10
7.5')

This Study

19-Fcb-96

0.3

SW/4, SW/4, Sec. 09.
T.I IS , R.40E (ThaiCher
Hiii, I0 7.5')

This Study

19-Feb-96

0.5

SE/4, Sec.O I, T. I2S, R.40E
(Thmchcr, IO 7.5')

This Study

19-Feb-96

0.3

0.710461

SW/4, NW/4 Scc. l9,
T. I1S, R.41E (Thotchcr, JD
7.5')
NE/4, NW/4, Sec.26, T.7S.
R.38E (Chesterfield, ID
7.5')

This Study

19-Feb-96

0.3

0.710367

This Study

19-Feb-96

0.4

0.709262

NE/4, Sec. 36, T .I2S,
R.40E (Preston 1: lOOk)

This Study

19-Feb-96

3.1

0.71 1321

T.1S, R.IIV

This SIUdy

23-Feb-96

Description

River

Location

L')

"SrrSr

:t~riculture.

0896-36

Trout

Trout Creek. Sample obtained from north bank
approx. 10m enst of 10 R\.34 bridge. Heavy sed.
load. Cr~!ek approx. 4-6 m wide.

0896-37

Whi skey

0896-38

Portneuf (not a
Bear Tributnry)

00 96-39

Rt. 34 Hot
Springs

0096-40

Jordan

0896-41

Weber

GF72-0I

BR-1

Bear

GF72-02

WR-1

Weber

GF72-03

JR-2

Jordan

MWS#2

Se\'ier

JQ94 -0 I
JQ94 -02

Bear

Whiskey Creek. Sample obtained from ea!:t side
of drainage pipe (bridge) under ID Rt. 34.
Heavy sed load , creek wid th npprox . 4-6 m.
Portneuf Ri ver. Sample obtnined from sou lh
bank directly be: low Kelly Toponce Rd. (2550
W) bridge. River opprox . 10m wide. Sample
taken ju st north of USGS ~nJ!ing station.
Rt. 34 Hot Springs. Sample obtai ned from
Nor!he.m pool adjocent to 10 Rt. 34. Spri ngs
apparemly droin into Bear neor (or perhaps vio)
the Cottonwood CrkJBear River confluence.
Jordan River. So.mple obtoined from west bank
of river approx. 30m north of UT Rt. 173
(Kearns, UT) in Mu rrny @ Murray River Park.
H i~h dischar~elsed load.
Weber River. Sample obtained directly below 115 bridge.
Jones and Faure's ( 1972) sa mple. Sample map
fro m paper shows sample extracti on near
BriJ,;ham City.
Jones and Faure's ( 1972) sample. Sample map
from paper shows wnter collecti on from ri ver
approximately 24 km upstream from river/GSL
intersection near Was:nch Mountai n fro nt.
Jones and Faure's (1972) sample. Sample map
from paper shows water collection
approximately 10 km sou th ofriver/GSL
confluence.
Weston si te. Approxi mately 5 km north of UT
state line, _just east of Weston , ID.
Sevier River. Sample obtained from Marysvale
Canyon mouth.

T.6N, R.38E.

0.7 10305

This Study

25-Feb-96

Exact locntion unknown.

Jones and Faure,
1972

2-Sep-66

0.72 190

Exact location unknown.

Jones and Faure,
1972

3 1-A ug-66

0.7129

Exact location unknown.

Jones and Fau re,
1972

30-Aug-66

0.7206

0. 1

0.7 11 368

location unknown.

Quade, Unpublished

4-Nov-94

0.6

0.71398

Sec. 32, T.25S. R.4W.
(Marysvale Canyon, UT
USGS 7.5')

Quade, Unpublished

28-0ct-94

0.5

0.707026

Ex:~ct

_,

"'

Sample 10

Cross
rderence

JQ94-03

River

Description

Rderence

Weber

Weber River near 1·R4fl· l5 interchange.

SE/4, Sec. 25. T.SN, R.l W. Quad<, Unpublished
{Ogden. UT USGS 7.5')
Sec.23, T.6N, R.l W.
(O~den, UT USGS 7 ..1')
Sec. 28, T.29S , R.7W
(Beaver, UT USGS 15')
Sec. 2, T.9S, R.3 E.
(Spanish Fork Peak USGS
7.5')

Ogden

Ogden River.

JQ94-05

MWS#I

Beaver

JQ94 -06

MWS #3

Spanish Fork

Beaver River. Sample obtained from c:myon
mouth.
Spanish Fork River.

JQ94-04

Loc:nion

Date or
collection

Sr

(mg

L ')

'"Srt-Sr

1994

0.5

0.710017

Qu11de, Unpublished

1994

0.5

0.741529

Quade, Unpublished

22-0cl-94

0.2

0.707845

Qu11de, Unpubl ished

28-0cl-94

0.8

00

0

DATA FOR FOSSILS COLLECfED FROM THE BONNEVILLE BASIN
Material

Cross Re ference

Lacustral

AH94-03F

Mollusc

UAL 1404

Thatcher

AH94-03J

Mollusc

UAL 1449

Thatcher

AH94-03K

Mollusc

UAL 1403

Thatcher

AH94-040

Mollusc

UAL 1402/1604

Thatcher

AH94-04 F

Mollusc

UA L 14 15

Thatcher

AH94-04 K

Mollusc

UAL 1419

Thatcher

AH94-06D

Mollusc

UAL 1381

Thatcher

AH94-08C

Mollusc

UAL 1440

AH94-08D

Mollusc

AH94-081

Sampl e 10

Date of

Location

Refere nce

Foxhole site. See Hochberg. 1996
for description.
Dugway site. See Hochberg. 1996
for description.

See Hochberg. 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.711104

See Hochberg, 1996

Hochberg. 1996

1994

0.7 10999

Dugway si1e. See Hochberg, 1996
for description.
Johnny's Hole site. Sec Hochberg,
1996 for description.
Johnny's Hole site. See Hochberg.
1996 for descriptio:1.
Johnny's Hole site. See Hochberg.
1996 for description.
Johnny's Hole site. See Hochberg,
1996 for descriptio!:~.

See Hochberg, 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.711189

See Hochberg, 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.7 12000

See Hochberg, 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.7 13629

See Hochberg. 1996

Hochberg , 1996

1994

0.7 13610

See Hochberg, 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.711328

Thatcher

Carter Lane site. See Hochberg.

See Hochbe rg. 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.710929

UAL 1384

Thatcher

See Hochbe rg. 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.709872

Mollusc

UAL 1458

Thatcher

See Hochberg, 1996

Hochberg. 1996

1994

0.7 10781

AH94-IOD-A

Mollusc

UAL 1378

Thatcher

See Hochberg. 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.712376

AH94-IOD- B

Mollusc

UAL 1379

Timtcher

See Hochberg, 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.710926

AH94-12A

Mollusc

UAL 1352

Thatcher

See Hochberg, 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.709874

AH94- 15B

Mollusc

UAL 1349/1485

Thatcher

Car1er Lane site. See Hochberg.
1996 for description.
C.mcr Lane site. Sec Hochberg.
1996 for description.
Johnny's Hole site. See Hochberg.
1996 for description.
Johnny's Hole site. See Hochberg.
1996 for description.
Dugway site. See Hochberg, 1996
for description.
Rt. 34 site. See Hochberg, 1996 for
description.

See Hochberg, 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.711171

AH94 - 16B

Mollusc

UA L 1434

Thatcher

Dugway si le. See l'ochberg, 1996

See Hochberg, 1996

Hochberg. 1996

1994

0.7 11 037

AH94-2 1A

Mollusc

UAL 14 18

Thatcher

for description.
Johnny's Hole site. See Hochberg,
1996 for description.

See Hochberg, 1996

Hochberg, 1996

1994

0.7 13846

BM87-0 1

Mollusc

AAL-1756

Sec. I. T.6N, R.6W.

McCoy, 1987

1987

0.711376

Sec.l8, T. I6S, R.40E

This study

7-Sep-95

0.712046

Description

collection

11

Sri"Sr

1996 for description.

08 95-098

Mollusc

UAL 1596

Pre-Pokes Pt. Linle Valley Si1e. Collec1ed by Bill

McCoy . See 1987 Dissen:nion for
description.
Unle Valley Cache Valley site. Samples obtained
from 30 em deep excavation into
lominated silt/marl exposure
approximately 3 m below southern
excavat ion face on the east side of
Little Mountain, ID.

00

Date of

Sample 10

Material

Cross Reference

Lacustrnl

Description

Location

Reference

0895-10

Mollusc

UAL 1666

Bonneville

Clcavland Canal si te. Samples found

SE/4, NW/4. Sec.30.
T.I2S. R.40E (Preston
!:lOOk)

This study

SW/4, Sec.4, T.12N.
R.2W

Kaurman,
unpublished
Kaufman.
unpublished

1993

0.711835

1993

0.709689

Kaufman,
unpubli shed

1993

0.711742

1993

0.711750

in place within a large (approx. 2.5
m high). recent slump block along

collection

11

SrJM'Sr

28-Nov-95 0.712128

somhem bank of Cieavland Canal.
ear canal control valve.

DK93-06

Mollusc

UAL 1018

DK93-17

Mollusc

UAL 1046

DK93-28 D

Mollusc

UAL 1085

Bonneville

Cutler Dam Site approximately 5 km

east of Fieldin~.
Dugway site. See Hochberg. 1996
for description. Duplicate of AH9412A
Donncville Cnchc Valley Site. Samples obtained
Thatcher

See.l8, T.!6S. R.4013

from surface of scrape along east
DK93-28B2

Mollusc

VAL 1085

Bonneville

DK95-09A

Mollusc

VAL 1598

Bonneville

DK95-09B

Mollusc

UAL 1607

Linle Valley

DK95-10

Mollusc

VAL 1597

Pokes Point

JQ94-07

Marl

Old River Bed

Bonneville

JQ94-08

Marl

High

Bonneville

JQ94-09

Tufa

Prom.

Provo

JQ94-IO

Tufa

Newfound

Provo

JQ94-II

Tu[o

Tule

Provo

JQ94- 12

Tufa

Stans A

Provo

JQ94-13

Tufa

Stans B

Provo

face of Linle Mountain. 10.
Replicate of above sample
Little Valley Site. Samples obtained
from laminated silts/lag deposits
approximately 1.5 m below upper
surf<tee of spit. Lag deposit directly
overlies the Promontory Geosol. Site
is the Little Vallev tvoe locali tv.
Litt le Valley Site. Samples obt:~i n ed
from l<tminated silt/gravel interface
approximately 3m below upper
surface of Promontory geosol and
approx. 4.5 m below su rface of spit.
Site is the Little Va~lev type localitv.
Little Valley Site. Sample obtai ned
from east.west oriented exposure in
lower Rravel pit.
Unpub lished Quade sample: Old
River Bed
Unpublished Quade sample: High
Crossin$!. near Sevier River
Unpublished Quade sample:
Pomontory mountains
Unpublished Quade sample:
Newfoundland Mms.
Unpublished Quade sample: Tule
Valley
Unpubli shed Quade sample:
Stansbury Mountaius
Unpublished Quade sample:
Stansbury Mountains

Sec. I, T.6N. R.6W

Kaufman .
unpublished
This study

Sec. I. T.6N, R.6W

This study

14-Jul-95

0.711487

See. I, T.6N. R.6\V

This study

14-Jul-95

0.711670

See Quade, unpublished

Quade, unpub li shed

0.7 11814

See Quade, unpublished

Quade, unpublished

0.711306

See Quade. unpublished

Quade, unpubli shed

0.711864

See Quade, unpublished

Quade. unpublished

0.711965

See Quade, unpublished

Quade, unpubli sbed

0.711584

See Quade, unpublished

Quade, unpublished

0.7 11770

See Qu:tde. unpublished

Quade, unpublished

0.711711

14-Jul-95 0.711481

00
N

Date of
collection

Location

Reference

Unpublished Quade sample:

See Quade, unpublished

Quade, unpublished

0.711795

Stansbury Mountains
Unpublished Quade sample:

See Quade, unpublished

Quade, unpublished

0.711587

See Quade, unpublished

Quade, unpubli shed

0.711737

See Quade, unpublished

Quade. unpublished

0.711526

Unpublished Quade sample: Smelter See Quade, unpublished

Sample ID

Material

Cross Reference

JQ94-14

Tufa

Stans C

Provo

JQ94-15

Tufa

Th-SB

Provo

JQ94-16

Tufa

Home (A)

Provo

Tabernacle Hill
Unpublished Qua<!e sample:

JQ94-17

Tufa

Table Provo

Provo

JQ94-18

Tufa

Sme lter

Provo

Pot

Provo

L<~custral

Description

11

Sri'6 Sr

Homestead Cave
Unpublished Quade sample: Table
Mountain

Quade, unpublished

0.711831

See Quade, unpublished

Quade, unpublished

0.711490

See Quade, unpublished

Quade, un published

0.711415

See Quade, unpublished

Quade, unpublished

0.711482

Buue
JQ94- 19
JQ94-20
JQ94 -21

Unpublished Quade sample: Pot
Mountain
Fish Vertebrae Raven Cave 1a 12.550 ±50 Unpublished Quade sample: Fish
Vertebrae from pack rat midden in
Raven Cave
Fish Vertebrae Triple Barrel I t 3,470 ± 100 Unpublished Quade sample: Fish
Vertebrae from pack rat midden in
Raven Cave
Tufa

00
VJ

